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V: Swing: The Good, the Bad, and the Commercial (1935-1944) 
 

Most of the innovations in jazz have shadowy histories; you can’t pin them down to a 
specific time or place. But the Swing Era decidedly began on August 21, 1935, when Benny 
Goodman’s orchestra played the last stop on a mostly failed transcontinental tour at the Palo-
mar Ballroom in Los Angeles. The story is too familiar to bear repeating, but the shock waves 
created that night lasted a good eight years. Was it only eight years? And why only eight 
years? Many theories have been given for swing’s demise: World War II, the damaging re-
cording ban placed on musicians by union president James Petrillo, changing tastes towards 
smoother and more soothing music, the collapse of the theater and club circuits. All of these 
things certainly had something to do with it. Yet what is almost never mentioned, except by 
musicians, is that swing was just another phase jazz was going through, a period of develop-
ment. It had to change and move on to the next phase, and when it did, its carefully-built-up 
audience was either not there to move along with it or rejected the changes as anti-populist. 

Of course, the seeds of swing had already been sown in the early 1930s. The Casa 
Loma band, Duke Ellington, Fletcher Henderson, Chick Webb, and even the more obscure 
bands of Bennie Moten and Earl Hines, the vocal stylings of the Boswell Sisters, and other 
hot combinations had already been around for a while, but for the most part it was not a na-
tional music, not a craze, not what “everyone” suddenly wanted to hear. Goodman’s sudden 
success not only opened the doors for him, but for any number of bands, black and white, who 
were good enough to grab the attention of the American public. 

Jazz impresario John Hammond had a lot to do with Goodman’s and Count Basie’s 
successes. He convinced Benny to hire Fletcher Henderson as an arranger when the latter’s 
big band collapsed in 1934, and he personally brought the Basie band out of obscurity in Kan-
sas City to the Big Apple. Yet he had nothing to do with the sudden success that Chick Webb 
and Andy Kirk suddenly enjoyed, the popularity of Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey’s bands, the 
emergence of Louis Armstrong’s big band, or the incendiary and often quite creative jazz 
played by Hines, Norvo, Charlie Barnet or Artie Shaw, and if anything he opposed the wildly 
popular bands of Glenn Miller and John Kirby.  

On the face of it, there was nothing particularly classical in form or structure in the 
playing of most of these bands, yet there were subtle, underlying currents of classicism in 
some of the music being presented. Goodman often described Henderson’s compositions and 
arrangements as “classics,” but they were more classics in the sense of hot dance music with 
solos, not particularly classical in form, structure or instrumental voicing. None of which is to 
say that they weren’t good—quite the contrary, they were excellent. Still, when relistening to 
various swing recordings today, one hears the real classical elements in the most unexpected 
places—or, at least, in places that were overlooked or demeaned in their time. 

Again, if this were a jazz history, there are a huge number of musicians and bands I 
would discuss that unfortunately do not have a place in a quorum on classical-jazz fusion. 
Henry “Red” Allen, Coleman and Erskine Hawkins, Chu Berry, Bud Freeman, Andy Kirk, 
Barnet, even the magnificent Hines big band, not to mention Armstrong, still the king of jazz 
soloists during this era, were all important components of the music. Lionel Hampton’s inven-
tive and creative recording bands, the loping, humorous if oftimes precious arrangements of 
Jimmie Lunceford’s band, the startling innovations of Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Christian 
are all part and parcel of a true jazz history, but they don’t belong here, any more than the 
late-1930s recording sessions of New Orleans-style jazz organized by French critic Hugues 
Panassié or the recordings by Sidney Bechet and his New Orleans Feetwarmers belong here. 
Magnificent and marvelous they certainly were, but they don’t hold a candle to the even more 
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startling—but often ignored or underrated—contributions during this period by Eddie Sauter, 
John Kirby, Red Norvo, Jan Savitt, Claude Thornhill and Paul Laval, the latter a name I’ve 
never encountered in any history of jazz. Yet one must accept the fact that most of the music I 
will be writing about and examining in this chapter is swing music in various forms, as this 
was the specific era in which art and commerce mixed metaphors and become so intercon-
nected that one could not separate the two. Even the best music of this era, for the most part, 
was a Janus-head with two faces, one representing the purity of artistic expression and the 
other shucking and jiving for the masses. In addition, a good portion of the better music from 
this era had ties to “classical” music via its clever scoring, breaking the mold of what had 
gone before and experimenting with new sonorities—not just the mixture of instruments, but 
often in the interrelationship of harmonic movement within the orchestration. Oddly enough 
one of the most celebrated big bands in jazz histories, Fletcher Henderson’s, was really the 
most conventional and predictable, even after his own band collapsed financially and he was 
writing for Benny Goodman. I happen to like the Henderson band, and the Henderson ar-
rangements for Goodman, very much, but they are only interesting in a relatively simplistic 
way orchestrally. Conversely, many of the bands and arrangements we will be discussing used 
very imaginative orchestral blends. If Arnold Schoenberg, in the early 1920s, could collect 
Paul Whiteman records and (according to Whiteman biographer Thomas A. DeLong) play 
them “fifteen times or more in succession in an effort to analyze the use of the various instru-
ments,”1 those who wish to borrow innovative instrumental combinations for use in classi-
cally-based works will certainly find a richer lode in the recordings mentioned in this chapter. 

First, however, I would like to begin this survey with the four great non-piano soloists 
of the era who, deep down, had a classical conception in the construction of their solos and 
thus either built bands around themselves or gravitated towards bands that showcased their 
talents properly. All of them are major names in jazz, and well accepted for their solo bril-
liance, yet the elegance and structural brilliance of their solos (and the effects of these on sur-
rounding musicians) is seldom touched upon. These four soloists were trumpeters Roland 
“Bunny” Berigan and Roy Eldridge, xylophonist (and later vibraharpist) Red Norvo, and 
tenor saxist Lester Young. 

If I start with Berigan (1908-1942) it is not because I consider him the most important 
of the four musically (that honor has to go to Young) but because, being a white musician 
who was given a high profile by the dominant media culture, his short-term influence was by 
far the most dynamic. Indeed, Berigan was so great an improviser that I often shake my head 
and wonder why he was kicked to the curb, metaphorically speaking, by those who determine 
the pantheon of jazz greats, instead being mostly remembered as a good hot swing player and 
nothing else. And, believe it or not, I also believe that it was because he had such a high pro-
file and reputation during his brief lifetime that the automatic reaction of critics Who Decide 
Such Things was to dismiss him as an ostentatious showman because his tone was so huge 
and his way of dominating a performance so total. Oddly enough, his excellence and domi-
nance on his instrument also prohibited his becoming better known and recognized until he 
broke off and started his own big band in 1937, because the bandleaders he worked for were 
not merely jealous but practically paranoid that Berigan would upstage them. 

But make no mistake, Berigan was the finest trumpet player to follow in Armstrong’s 
footsteps. Armstrong even said so, numerous times. Like Louis, Bunny could fill a hall with-
out a microphone. Whereas Armstrong possessed, in the words of trumpeter Ruby Braff, “that 
big, orange sound,” Berigan possessed a big, golden sound. Armstrong had a slightly darker 
                                                
1 DeLong, Thomas A., Pops: Paul Whiteman, King of Jazz (New Century Publishers, 1983), p. 88. 
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color to his playing, leaning towards bronze or taupe. Berigan had a very dark lower register, 
but it leaned more towards purple. His high range was a curious combination of gold and 
green, a sound so formidable that it often masked the intelligent balance of his playing. 

One reason I’m starting with Berigan is that you can hear him at his best on the 1935 
Goodman recording of King Porter Stomp, made shortly after the band’s sensational success 
at the Palomar. Bunny plays both the opening chorus, muted, then a full chorus of open horn 
after Goodman’s solo—and practically plays him off the record. You can be sure that Good-
man noticed. After this session, Berigan was limited to short intros and breaks on most of his 
other records with the band until he left in disgust in the fall of 1936 to join Tommy Dorsey. 
With Dorsey, Berigan recorded two more gems, originally issued back-to-back on the same 
disc: Marie and Song of India. Two tunes, not one, in which he played the leader under the 
table. Dorsey, too, relegated Berigan to Occasional Break Duty thereafter until Bunny got fed 
up and quit to form his own band that fall. 

Of course, Berigan didn’t emerge out of nowhere with Goodman. He can be heard as 
far back as 1932-33 playing good solos on some of the Boswell Sisters’ records like Every-
body Loves My Baby, and even played a few solos with Paul Whiteman (Are You Makin’ Any 
Money?, Night and Day), Paul Hamilton and Frank Trumbauer. Yet it was particularly as a 
pick-up session musician that Berigan shone, particularly in the years when Goodman and 
Dorsey kept him under wraps. In 1935-37, he recorded a great many titles in studio sessions 
under Gene Gifford (Casa Loma’s arranger), Glenn Miller, Bud Freeman, Billie Holiday (a 
particularly spectacular record was No Regrets), Mildred Bailey, the Mound City Blue Blow-
ers and his own group, Bunny Berigan and his Boys. With the latter one may hear, among 
other gems, spectacular solos on Rhythm Saved the World, Chicken and Waffles, and particu-
larly an obscure tune of the day called That Foolish Feeling. Berigan’s solos didn’t just build 
up from rich, low passages to a spectacular top, but often took unusual turns and twists, intro-
ducing off-rhythm figures, triplets and harmonic excursions that set the basis for improvisa-
tions of the bop era. In short, his playing had drama. You never knew where he was going, 
and when he took you there you had the feeling that you had ridden the crest of an emotional 
wave so deep and so rich that you were literally spent. This was true of his two most famous 
solos for Tommy Dorsey—ironically, issued back-to-back on the same record—Marie (later 
used by Dorsey, after Berigan’s death, as the basis for yet another hot trumpet trio) and Song 
of India. But this dramatic balance in his playing is especially true of his most famous per-
formance and recording, Vernon Duke’s I Can’t Get Started. Originally recorded by his small 
band in April 1936, Berigan adopted it as his band’s theme song and re-recorded it in an ex-
panded arrangement in August 1937. The dramatic, out-of-tempo introduction features spec-
tacular phrases, followed by a statement of the theme by the full band, then Berigan’s own 
breathy, vulnerable-sounding vocal, followed by one of his most spectacular solos and ending 
with a brilliant high note. The entire record is a classic, which in a way is ironic as the song’s 
composer, who also doubled as a serious composer under his birth name of Vladimir Dukel-
sky (1903-1969), often disliked jazz improvisations on his tunes. Dukelsky composed a great 
many serious classical works, symphonies, concertos, and chamber music galore, all of which 
have failed to gain a permanent place in the repertoire. I’ve heard his Third Symphony, Cello 
Concerto, and a portion (six minutes’ worth) of his ballet score Zephyr and Flora, and al-
though it is all well crafted, much of it is relatively shallow, trivial music. Compared to these, 
his classic pop tunes I Can’t Get Started and April in Paris are masterpieces, although we will 
explore some of his excellent jazz-tinged piano music in the next chapter. 

Aside from the fact that Berigan’s solo playing could easily form the basis of a jazz-
classical composition (and it’s interesting to note that Tommy Dorsey later scored his Marie 
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solo for his full trumpet section), there was an interesting session in November 1938. Using 
well-crafted and sensitive arrangements by pianist Joe Lippman, Berigan recorded a Bix Bei-
derbecke “suite” of four pieces by the late cornetist-pianist, In a Mist, Candlelights, Flashes, 
and Davenport Blues. The last-named was an early improvised piece by Beiderbecke not writ-
ten for piano, but the others were part of his own suite which also included In the Dark, not 
included on the session. At the time, critics attacked Berigan for not being Bix, but that is be-
sides the point. The point is that Berigan plays sensitively when called upon (his exquisite 
solo in Candlelights is practically sui generis in his entire recorded output), dramatically 
when he deemed it appropriate, and the bottom line is that the arrangements work. They re-
main some of the best jazz-classical attempts of his day. 

Indeed, it was during the swing era that Beiderbecke first became known as a major 
jazz figure. Reissues of his recordings on both RCA Victor and Columbia finally established 
him as a major force, several years after his death; in fact, when RCA Victor reissued the 
Whiteman recordings, Beiderbecke’s name was usually in capital letters below Whiteman’s, 
an unusual marketing move that branded the discs in the public’s mind as belonging to the 
cornetist and not the bandleader. This is the only example I can think of where a jazz musi-
cian emerged posthumously; even Charlie Parker and John Coltrane were recognized for their 
achievements during their lifetimes, whereas Bix was not.  

Yet possibly the most unusual tribute to Beiderbecke, particularly considering that the 
arrangement might have sounded dated to a younger, hipper audience, was Whiteman’s rec-
reation of his 1928 recording of San in 1945. Using a trumpet trio recreating Bix’s playing on 
the 1928 recording, Whiteman had his revamped band play Bill Challis’ score note for note, 
with one exception: now everyone on the record swung, not just Beiderbecke. And if nothing 
else, this record proved what a solidly built composition this arrangement was, relying as it 
did on Bix’s fertile imagination and transforming it into ensemble jazz. Not until Supersax did 
the same thing for Charlie Parker roughly 30 years later was there anything like this in jazz. 

While Berigan was wowing audiences (if not always critics) in New York, some of the 
most innovative classically informed jazz was simmering—it never quite came to a boil, as 
we shall explain—in Chicago. Xylophonist Red Norvo, taking a big band into a small club, 
was told by management to keep the volume down for its customers. They liked him, but they 
didn’t want a Benny Goodman or Bunny Berigan tearing the roof off or bursting people’s ear-
drums. Always subservient to management if creative, Norvo heeded their words and hired a 
young Columbia and Juilliard graduate named Edward Sauter as third trumpet and arranger. 
Presented with this challenge, Sauter originated a subtle style geared to Norvo’s xylophone 
and the small-voiced, if bright and swinging, vocals by his wife, Mildred Bailey. The result 
was a brand of swing that undulated rather than blasted, blending low saxes with low trumpets 
and trombones. It was kind of like the Isham Jones band on valium, but even more swinging 
in its airy, undulating way. Duke Ellington, crazy about the band’s sound, described it as “su-
perlevianthic,” a word he made up himself that referred more to its ability to levitate than to a 
huge sea monster (pull out your American Heritage Dictionaries, boys and girls). Night after 
night for two years, whether in swinging ballads like Remember or uptempo numbers that 
other bands would blast like I Know That You Know, the ethereal swing of the Norvo band 
heralded an entirely new sound in jazz—rather like, as Eddie Condon described Beider-
becke’s playing, “capping a geyser.” This was the Gerry Mulligan Concert Band sound 22 
years ahead of its time. Even in a tune like A Porter’s Love Song to a Chambermaid, Sauter’s 
warm and subtle arrangement—note how, at 0:38, the entire rhythm section sways and moves 
across the beat with the trumpets, then at 0:52 how Sauter quickly modulates from the original 
F major to an exotic diminished chord heralding the transition to B-flat for Mildred Bailey’s 
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chorus—transforms a piece of pop trash into a minor gem. Norvo’s pianist, Bill Miller, wrote 
the exotic-sounding Tea Time as yet another ersatz marijuana tune by inverting the melody of 
Stompin’ at the Savoy and setting it in f minor. Sauter scored the muted trumpets in the mid-
dle of their range while the alto saxes play in their upper range. This little trick, which he 
combined with a clarinet squeaking out high Cs in the introduction, creates the odd texture of 
the score. They switch to A-flat major at 0:38, then find a harmonic trap to put them in E-flat 
major four seconds later before returning to f minor yet again. And all of this takes place 
within a relatively narrow dynamic range, conditioned by the fact that the Norvo orchestra 
was playing in a relatively small venue where they were told to hold the volume down; thus 
subtlety of dynamics and harmonic shifts had to take the place of blasting.  

But even when freed of his big band Norvo gravitated towards harmonic complexity 
and unusual tinbral blends, as can be heard in his 1944 recording of Blue Skies. Using a sextet 
which he wryly called “Red Norvo’s Sky Painters,” he starts out the performance with the 
clarinet playing a strange intro in the upper range, then using downward chromatics in the last 
three bars of that intro. In the first chorus of the tune proper, Norvo (now on vibes) and guitar-
ist Remo Palmieri use upper harmonics of the chords to steal attention away from the clarinet-
ist (Aaron Sachs) playing the melody straight, while bassist Clyde Lombardi (later a member 
of Benny Goodman’s short-lived bop band) moves downward chromatically and the guitar 
and vibes move upward. Thus we can see that by 1944 the advanced harmonic thinking that 
Norvo had revealed as far back as the 1933 Dance of the Octopus session was already in the 
vanguard of modern jazz. Although he never quite embraced the rhythmic innovations of be-
bop, he was certainly one of those whose harmonic thinking helped fuel its changes. 

The move towards subtle swing, then, was in the air at the time, and a number of mu-
sicians both black and white started getting the message. In the early years of his career on 
records, dynamic trumpeter Roy Eldridge (1911-1989) created a set-piece of his own within 
the confines of a simple tune titled Wabash Stomp, with a solo of such beautiful and logical 
construction that it rivaled Berigan’s I Can’t Get Started, and also contributed some beauti-
fully-structured solos on the Victor recordings of Fletcher Henderson’s last band, particularly 
the first chorus of You Can Depend on Me. Yet because Eldridge was black, and because his 
own band was a short-lived organization, he didn’t get the public recognition that he deserved 
until he joined the big band of drummer Gene Krupa in 1941,2 with whom he made one of the 
most exciting and influential records of all time, a blistering rendition of the old chestnut After 
You’ve Gone. But in a way, again, we’re getting ahead of ourselves, thus for the moment we 
will restrict our comments to his contributions in the pre-1940 era. 

And certainly, one of the greatest of these was a highly unusual record made by pianist 
Teddy Wilson with a pick-up band in 1936 for the Brunswick label. By that time, Wilson had 
himself emerged from obscurity to national fame thanks to his being featured in the Benny 
Goodman Trio (of which more in a moment), and Goodman was kind enough to allow Wilson 
the leverage to make records with pickup bands for labels other than RCA Victor, for which 
the Goodman Trio (and later, Quartet) recorded. The selection in question is Wilson’s own 
Blues in C Sharp Minor, a deceptively simple-sounding piece built around a repeated rhyth-
mic riff played by bassist Israel Crosby. Wilson, naturally, begins with the theme statement, 
which leads into solos by the various horns on the session, trumpeter Eldridge, clarinetist 
Buster Bailey and tenor saxist Leon “Chu” Berry, but as fine as Bailey and Berry are, it is El-
dridge whose solo most clearly fits the profile of the musical structure, and thus makes the 

                                                
2 Eldridge was so disgusted by the racism he encountered in the music business that he quite playing in 1938 to 
study radio engineering, but returned to music the following year. 
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recording sound like a composition and not like a “jam session.” Given the obscurity this re-
cording seemed destined for (despite his association with Goodman, Wilson’s jazz records 
made on his own were only noticed by a few jazz critics and other musicians, not the general 
public), the high level of these players’ achievement is astonishing.3 

Certainly, tenor saxist Lester Young (1909-1959) defined the words “different sound.” 
Though playing a tenor saxophone, the instrument made famous in jazz by Coleman Hawkins, 
Bud Freeman, Ben Webster, and Chu Berry, Young played it with an airy tone and thinnish 
sound influenced by his idol, C-melody saxist Frank Trumbauer. Playing in the midst of the 
hot-and-heavy Kansas City swing band of pianist Count Basie, Young’s solos sounded rather 
bizarre, like a coloratura soprano singing with a meaty-sounding men’s chorus. Yet the struc-
tures of his solos were what impressed musicians, so much so that by the mid-1940s the 
Young sound was starting to become more and more popular, eventually becoming the domi-
nant tenor sax sound of the early 1950s. Apparently, then, many musicians identified the 
sound with the style and vice-versa. But despite some excellent solos on some of Basie’s big-
band discs (Every Tub, Jumpin’ at the Woodside, etc.), his greatest achievements during this 
period took place within the smaller groups, the Kansas City Six and Seven, with which Basie 
recorded. Pride of place has always gone to Lester Leaps In (1939), but both his tenor sax and 
clarinet playing on a series of discs made for other labels (Commodore and Keynote) created 
solos that, in their own way, formed a matrix for other musicians to follow. Young’s solos in 
such performances as Destination K.C., Way Down Yonder in New Orleans, Them There 
Eyes, Pagin’ the Devil and Three Little Words, though not iconic in the sense that some of 
Berigan’s and Eldridge’s were, created a mood as well as a structure that moved across bar 
lines horizontally rather than building his improvisations vertically on the chord changes. This 
was a major switch in the very concept of jazz improvisation, and much more important to the 
continued growth of jazz, than the one thing that some people simply did not like, which was 
the rather thin, “wheaty” tone of Young’s tenor sax. (For decades, I myself admired what 
Young played without appreciating his tone, but eventually my love for what he played over-
came that.) Indeed, as we shall see in following chapters, the innovations of Young’s musical 
concept (as well as those of trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie and pianists Bud Powell and Theloni-
ous Monk) were pivots on which the entire course of jazz swung into new musical directions. 

Nowhere is this more evident that in Lester Leaps In (1939) and Blue Lester (1945), 
set-pieces that have not only become iconic but were often studied by budding jazz musicians, 
even of different instruments such as piano. There were, in fact, two different takes of the 
former; both are very fine, and it was take 1 that was initially released and became iconic, yet 
in terms of construction and logic within his solo the second take is a bit better. The tune itself 
is nothing—just a little riff played for eight bars, then repeated for eight, with a slightly dif-
ferent melody played in the bridge with different chords—but with his extraordinary gift for 
melodic invention Young creates an entirely new structure. He was one of those musicians 
who normally played a little bit back of the beat, which gave his solos the feeling of “spring-
ing” up out of a rhythmic bounce; and even a little repeated riff at the 45-second mark doesn’t 

                                                
3 Because Wilson played in an almost low-key manner and often subjugated his artistry to the service of others 
(Benny Goodman, Billie Holiday, Lester Young, etc.), his significance as a major artist—particularly in the jazz-
classical axis—is often overlooked by listeners more excited by pyrotechnics. Of course, Wilson’s career was in 
the same time-space as Hines and Tatum, who were flashy but also substantive, so there was probably a certain 
reluctance to compete with them, yet he had enough pride in what he did to make 10 recordings of standard tunes 
between May 1938 and January 1939 which he marketed as his “School for Pianists.” He also participated in a 
national radio contest for aspiring jazz pianists to receive private lessons from “Teddy Wilson’s School of 
Swing.” The winner of those lessons was young Dick Hyman (b. 1927). 
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deter from what he makes of this simplistic tune. In fact, his first chorus sounds relatively 
tame, merely playful, compared to what he does in the break and in the second half of the 
solo. What Young actually does is to combine a string of two-bar “cells” together to make a 
cohesive statement. None of these cells in themselves are remarkable, but put together they 
make complete sense. Blue Lester is a more interesting tune, alternating f minor with F major 
in sequential four-bar phrases, and within its more relaxed tempo Young is able to “stretch 
out” in such a way that he even forces pianist Count Basie, normally a repetitive riff-player, to 
construct something more substantive in his solo. Thus does Blue Lester become a true, de-
veloping composition rather than just a string of solos; when Young returns after Basie’s solo, 
his playing is even more interesting, internalizing the minor-major changes in a way that 
blends them almost imperceptively through the last chorus.  

As for Young’s greatest rival, Coleman Hawkins (1904-1969), his playing—as ana-
lyzed in the late 1950s by George Russell—was much more “vertical,” i.e., he played on the 
chord changes by moving up or down within the specific chord or chords underlying his solo. 
This was actually a more classical view of the jazz solo in that melodic considerations became 
secondary. Whereas a Lester Young would create long lines with short rhythmic cells within 
them, Hawkins created rhythmic patterns with short episodes of melodic continuity. His most 
famous solo, the 1939 Body and Soul, is a perfect illustration of this application and was 
enormously influential on many young jazz musicians, even those who later took the concept 
further in the bop era such as alto saxist Charlie Parker, tenor saxist Wardell Gray and trum-
peters Dizzy Gillespie and Fats Navarro. In a sense, then, despite his playing sounding so 
“modern,” Lester Young’s sense of classical form was to tell a story via shorthand, making 
allusions to what he was saying on the horn rather than stating things outright. Hawkins’ play-
ing, with its startling leaps up and down the scale as the solo progressed, filled in all the holes. 
There was always something one could add to a Young solo if he or she so chose, but a Haw-
kins solo was a complete structural entity in itself. 

Another soloist of great impact, particularly in jazz that leaned on classical influence, 
was alto saxist Johnny Hodges (1906-1970). In fact, he was so strong an influence that during 
the post-War bop and cool periods there was scarcely a band, black or white, without an alto 
saxist to emulate Hodges’ silky-smooth sound and lyrical expression. Johnny Bothwell, Hal 
McKusick, Benny Carter, Willie Smith, and several others were called upon, at one time or 
another with various bands, to sound like Hodges within the context of more formal jazz. 

Thus did the structure of these musicians’ solos have both the drama and the logic of 
composed compositions, brief though they were. In fact, in later years Tommy Dorsey played 
Marie with Berigan’s solo chorus scored for three or four trumpets, much the same way that 
Beiderbecke’s solos in Whiteman’s recording of San was re-scored in 1945. But now let us 
focus in on different bands and musicians who contributed to the growing classicalization of 
jazz, and get a little more specific as to their contributions to the genre. 

 
Benny Goodman 
Goodman (1909-1986), along with African-Americans Jimmie Noone (who also stud-

ied with Lorenzo Tio while in New Orleans) and William “Buster” Bailey (1902-1967), were 
trained by classical clarinetist Franz Schoepp in Chicago. All three tended towards a classical 
timbre in their playing, Bailey, perhaps, more than the other two. Goodman purposely incor-
porated the “dirty” tones he heard from such black players as Johnny Dodds into his sound, 
producing a hybrid tone well into the swing era that had the “bite” of a genuine jazz player 
but the fluid tone of a classical musician.  

Yet when it came to jazz, Goodman’s solos lacked the orderly logic of Berigan, El-
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dridge, Young, or even his compatriot Teddy Wilson; they were emotionally charged, fluent, 
and rhythmically exciting, but usually not structured much beyond the balance of, say, eight 
bars of a statement and eight of improvisation. Nor, of course, were the now-classic arrange-
ments by Fletcher Henderson really “classically” organized, despite their nice balance of 
reeds vs. brass. The closest Goodman came to producing more classically balanced solos 
came, not surprisingly, in his trio performances with Wilson. Together, Goodman and Wilson 
transformed a large number of pop ephemera into near-classical artistry in such recordings as 
Who?, More Than You Know, Body and Soul and A Handful of Keys. 

Yet in 1937-38, a few things happened that seemed to push Goodman towards classi-
cal music and classical form. One of these was an arrangement for his popular orchestra of a 
jazz fugue by Alec Templeton titled Bach Goes to Town (subtitled A Fugue in Swing Tempo). 
It was not a recording that featured solos (except, perhaps, for a brief four-bar interlude by 
Goodman, but I’m not sure that it wasn’t written out), but it did capture the imagination of 
many listeners. Another was his sudden decision to learn, and perform, the Mozart Clarinet 
Quintet with the Budapest String Quartet, which he also recorded for RCA Victor. And the 
third, which happened within his band almost by chance, was the surprise popular success of 
the Jimmy Mundy arrangement of Sing, Sing, Sing, later expanded in performance via 
contributions from the band’s soloists. 

The immense popular success of this extended jam number, as well as the almost mo-
notonous tom-tom drumming of Gene Krupa which underpins it, have combined to make it 
the Goodman showcase that jazz critics love to hate. But if you can ignore the incessant 
drumbeats and really listen to the piece afresh, a number of things strike you. The first is the 
interesting use of growl trumpets above the underpinning of a short sax riff to launch the prin-
cipal melody, following which a trumpet section break leads into a Goodman clarinet solo 
with trumpet interjections. After another break, this time by Krupa alone, the trombones set 
up a different underlying riff, followed by trumpets above, which is a minor-key version of 
the popular tune Christopher Columbus. The second half of this long piece (almost nine min-
utes in the commercial recording, often longer in live performance) consists of a string of so-
los interspersed with interesting canon effects played by the reeds and brass. Inevitably, the 
structure of the piece becomes clear and the final coda—following a dramatic drum break by 
Krupa, in which he eschews the constant tom-tomming in lieu of silence between beats, leads 
to an almost frenzied conclusion. The Mundy version of Sing, Sing, Sing is much more than 
just another riff tune. It is a real composition utilizing a number of classical devices but in a 
purely jazz connotation. 

For those who still insist that Sing, Sing, Sing is poor music, I would ask this question: 
what makes the second movement of the Beethoven Ninth Symphony or the finale of his Sev-
enth Symphony good music, and this piece bad music? Dissect those two pieces, and you’ll 
find similar devices at almost every turn. In fact, I submit to you that the second movement of 
the Ninth Symphony is less interesting than Sing, Sing, Sing, and it lasts much longer. Among 
the many and varied pieces that Goodman followed this with, one that came closest to creat-
ing the feel of classical structure was the unusual quintet recording, Pick a Rib. Here, an ex-
tremely simple riff tune is developed via interlocking and complementary solos, and a second-
half underlying riff, into a real composition lasting nearly six minutes, and all of it is played in 
a relatively quiet, understated style at odds with the normally energetic Goodman. 

Of course, Goodman’s foray into the Mozart Quintet led to other classical triumphs, 
the most interesting of which was his commissioning Bela Bartók to compose Contrasts for 
him in 1938, but that is not at all a jazz fusion piece and therefore not part of this ongoing dis-
cussion. More interesting were the decisions that Goodman made when his powerhouse band 
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of 1935-38 began to break up. At first, he tried desperately to plug the missing holes with 
other musicians, but when that proved ineffective he went in an entirely different direction, 
first commissioning oboist Mitch Miller to write him a few unusual wind-oriented arrange-
ments and then complete reforming his band along different lines. 

Those “different lines” meant the hiring of arranger Eddie Sauter, who was at liberty 
after the breakup of the Red Norvo band. As nice as Sauter’s arrangements for Norvo were, 
his charts for Goodman were among his greatest achievements. Employing an unusual mix-
ture of high brass and reeds on the one end with baritone saxes and trombones on the other, he 
created unusual textures and tensions within his complex arrangements, in which the soloists 
were either showcased throughout the entire arrangement (as was trumpeter Cootie Williams 
in Superman) or given interesting spots within the whole that complemented the structure (as 
in Moonlight on the Ganges), while some were entire set pieces within which little spot solos 
were often written out so as not to upset the balance of the whole (Benny Rides Again and es-
pecially Clarinet a la King). Thus did Sauter create little tone poems for big band, and the 
overall effect of these pieces was highlighted by Goodman’s switch in 1939 to Columbia Re-
cords and their recording his band in the spacious Liederkranz Hall. Some churlish critics 
have attacked Sauter for folding a melody from Borodin’s Polovtsian Dances into Benny 
Rides Again, but what of it? Johann Sebastian Bach “wrote” entire concertos for the harpsi-
chord that were virtually stolen from other composers, but not only is he not criticized for this 
but highly praised. Sauter makes the borrowed melody work by tying it into the final section 
of this piece as an interlude that provides contrast as well as bridging the two sections. More 
interestingly—and few have pointed this out—the opening chords of Clarinet a la King are 
taken from the opening of the first movement of the Brahms Fourth Symphony. Shall we cas-
tigate Sauter for that as well? Perhaps an excellent example of how Sauter could work simple 
material into his own style is his arrangement of Vincent Youmans’ More Than You Know. 
Constantly vacillating between cerebral harmonies and bluesy inflections, constantly moving 
figures behind Helen Forrest’s vocal, More Than You Know shows how cleverly Sauter could 
rewrite a pop “standard” in big band format to produce a wide range of colors, some of them 
virtually undreamt-of from a jazz band of that time, and a coherent musical form. 

But what prompted Goodman to this turnaround in the overall sound and structure of 
his band was not just a wish to make his band more “classical” in orientation. It was, in fact, a 
reaction to the trends that had been in the air since 1934, and there were several movers and 
shakers in that trend. One that is overlooked more than it should be is the very strange Mes-
sage From Mars by tenor saxist Sid Phillips for the British bandleader Ambrose (1896-1971). 
His first name (a nickname, really) was Bert, but no one ever called him Bert—at least, not 
without a withering sneer and a wisecrack. A hard-nosed businessman who was also an excel-
lent musician with good taste, he built his band starting in the 1920s with a mixture of Ameri-
can and British musicians though the band most people remember came from the period 
1932-36. During that time he had the excellent American clarinetist and alto saxist Danny 
Polo in his band, but the rest of the musicians were no slouches either, and Phillips was one of 
them. On the surface, Message From Mars seems like another uptempo piece of the type writ-
ten by Gene Gifford for the Casa Loma Orchestra, an immensely important band in jazz his-
tory yet, like Henderson’s, peripheral to this survey. But Message is anything but a Gifford 
clone except in its frantic tempo. The initial ostinato beat, provided quietly by piano and bass, 
pitches the two instruments a half-tone apart (playing A and B�) before low clarinets and high 
trumpets come in with an ominous rhythmic figure. The pitch is upped by these instruments to 
a D, then comes a freaky fast melody played by clarinets in the chalumeau register. So far this 
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sounds similar to a Gifford piece, particularly when the trumpets blast out; but then we enter a 
harmonically strange theme played by the ensemble, after which an even stranger bridge leads 
to Polo’s great clarinet solo. Suspended chords are followed by a figure that gradually sinks 
chromatically, followed by a reprise of the original tune, now transposed down from G minor 
to F minor with a blistering trumpet solo in the bridge. F minor chords held across two bars 
are interspersed with trombone interjections, then suddenly we find ourselves in F major. In 
the end the strange and mysterious opening is repeated with variations to form a coda. 

In several ways, Message From Mars is even more harmonically complex and struc-
turally sound than the Sauter scores of the early ‘40s for Goodman. It would not be until after 
World War II that other arranger-composers working in the jazz idiom would catch up. 

 
Jan Savitt and John Kirby 
Another band, usually omitted from jazz histories, which combined a bright, open 

sound with a pulsating, undulating rhythm, was Jan Savitt and his Top Hatters. Savitt (1907-
1948), née Jacob Savetnick, was an astounding musician, a child prodigy on the violin who 
joined the Philadelphia Orchestra at age 19, but for reasons known only to himself he caught 
the jazz bug. Unlike Ray Noble, who needed some help in adapting his style to real jazz, 
Savitt “got it” from the start. His band was built on a rhythm different from any other, built 
around a “shuffle beat” that was sort of a technologically modified boogie woogie. It was 8 to 
the bar but had a syncopated kick to it. No one else in jazz ever played this kind of beat until 
Louis Prima used it as the basis for his successful jazz-blues pop band that played Las Vegas 
in the mid-1950s, and to my mind no one since has touched it. Why? It gives a subtle kick that 
no other jazz beat has ever done, and such Savitt charts as 720 In the Books and Vol Vistu 
Gaily Star have an effervescent feel about them that reminds one of the Norvo band with the 
lid taken off, but more important in the context of this book he also played excellent jazz ar-
rangements of such classical pieces as In the Hall of the Mountain King, Prelude to Carmen, 
My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice, Afternoon of a Faun and The Sorcerer’s Apprentice. These ar-
rangements were, by and large, harmonically complex and difficult to play, since they leaned 
more heavily on the original classical pieces than similar arrangements by other bands. In ad-
dition, Savitt’s jazz soloists were generally excellent, particularly Gus Bivona on clarinet and 
both George Auld and Joe Aglora on tenor saxes.  

Although Savitt had been a legitimate classical musician (in 1942, Billboard called 
him “the Stokowski of swing”), he didn’t write or arrange any of the pieces his band played, 
but he had excellent taste and encouraged the best of his players. One of the more unusual as-
pects of his band’s swing “covers” of classical music were that they retained all of the har-
monic complexity of the originals. This was particularly evident in his version of The Sor-
cerer’s Apprentice, an arrangement so complex that just to play it well and still be able to 
swing was a challenge in itself. In their performance of the Prelude to Carmen, the band does 
as well technically as any symphony orchestra could ever accomplish—except that they’re 
also swinging. The Savitt band was a true tour-de-force orchestra in the jazz world. 

Yet the band that really took the invocation to “swing the classics” to heart in addition 
to applying the strictest classical form to nearly every arrangement they played, was the John 
Kirby Sextet. Kirby had a difficult early life; his mother, Dolly, gave him up for adoption, and 
he was raised by the Rev. Washington Johnson and his wife Nancy. In high school he showed 
unusual talent for music, starting on the trombone and, under the guidance of Professor Pow-
ell Gibson, learned music. After his success in New York, Kirby told the press that Bach’s 
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music in particular had fascinated him and he learned “to play music just as it was written.”4 
When he arrived in New York in 1927, he was somewhat intimidated by the brilliant playing 
of trombonist Jimmy Harrison, who advised Kirby to switch to tuba. After playing profes-
sionally with several bands, Kirby played tuba, and later string bass, for Fletcher Henderson 
from 1929 to 1933, then for Chick Webb, Lucky Millinder, and Henderson again. In 1937 he 
struck out on his own with a sextet at the Onyx Club in New York that began playing in an 
entirely new style. At first, Kirby’s group featured a top swing trumpeter, Frankie Newton, 
and a punchy, exuberant alto saxist named Pete Brown, but they didn’t blend properly and so 
were replaced by a 19-year-old trumpeter named Charlie Shavers and a more mature and es-
tablished alto saxist, Russell Procope, who later went on to play for many years with Elling-
ton. The group’s clarinetist, Buster Bailey, was an even older hand, having played with Ma-
mie Smith, King Oliver and Jelly Roll Morton (Procope also played on some of Morton’s last 
record dates of the late 1930s). Instead of voicing as a jazz sextet, i.e. as a combination of so-
loists playing off each other, they played like a classical sextet, with the three horns creating 
interesting textures as the first mixed-horn section in jazz. (Ellington had experimented with 
occasional choruses or half-choruses of mixed brass and reeds, but never to the extent that 
Kirby did). In addition to this unusual blend, the three lead voices played in a light, fast, vir-
tuosic manner, creating musical arabesques and breathing together as a unit, then breaking up 
for spot solos before reuniting. Underpinning them was the ebullient piano of Billy Kyle, 
Kirby’s bass and the unusually light, cymbal-oriented drumming of O’Neill Spencer.  

Kirby was propelled to fame via a jazz treatment of the old Scotch tune, Loch Lomond, 
in an arrangement by pianist Claude Thornhill and featuring Kirby’s wife at the time, Maxine 
Sullivan, as vocalist, but his innovative instrumentals also shot him to quick fame. Described 
by his publicist as “The Biggest Little Band in the Land,” the Kirby Sextet produced one 
original hit tune, Shavers’ Undecided, and a string of jazz arrangements of classical pieces: By 
the Waters of Minnetonka, Bounce of the Sugar Plum Fairy, Beethoven Riffs On, Mr. Haydn 
Gets Hip, and perhaps their biggest hit in this genre, Opus Five. The latter was ostensibly 
based on Chopin’s Op. 5, which happens to be his Rondo a la Mazur, but if you are familiar 
with the Chopin original you’ll be scanning the Kirby recording with a magnifying glass try-
ing to find any notes in it that relate to the Chopin piece. Yet although these classical-based 
riff pieces sold well on records, they scarcely represented the band’s entire repertoire. The 
Kirby group also played exotic mood pieces like Dawn on the Desert, harmonically unusual 
pieces like From A Flat to C, jazz fugues such as Double Talk and, in 1939, they recorded 
Thomas Griselle’s Nocturne. Griselle (1891-1955), a minor American composer, was best 
known for winning a $10,000 first prize from the Victor Talking Machine Company in 1928 
for his Two American Sketches, of which Nocturne was one. The point, however, is that 
Kirby’s approach was based on a much slicker and more modern concept of swing, of ensem-
ble and solo playing, and more specifically of rhythm. Critic Nat Hentoff, one of the very few 
kindly disposed towards the Kirby Band, commented once that they produced an almost calm-
ing effect even when playing at the most careening speeds.  

And therein lies a problem: the band’s immense popularity, like Bunny Berigan’s im-
mense popularity as a trumpet soloist, worked against it in terms of critical acceptance. Most 
critics, both black and white, detest the Kirby band; some have even gone to the astonishing 
length of accusing Kirby of “race treason” because his band “sounded” white and not black, 
and Gunther Schuller, in his book The Swing Era (Oxford University Press, 1991), said that 
the Kirby band’s music, designed strictly for entertainment, has “dried up and blown away.” 
                                                
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Kirby_%28musician%29 
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But it did not dry up and blow away. For one thing, the sextet retained its incredible 
popularity even after Procope left for Duke Ellington’s band and big stars Shavers and Kyle 
were drafted during the war. Among their replacements were Benny Carter and George John-
son on alto, Dizzy Gillespie on trumpet and Clyde Hart on piano. At one point the group was 
actually “John Kirby and his Sextet” because tenor saxist Ben Webster also joined the band. 
Of course, I won’t pretend that Shavers’ loss wasn’t detrimental to the exquisite balance of 
the group, or that the sudden death (from tuberculosis) of drummer Spencer wasn’t also a 
damaging factor to their overall sound, so that by the end of the war the Kirby Sextet had lost 
some of its popularity and was struggling, but to say that they also had no influence is ludi-
crous. Musicians loved the band, and in fact came from miles around to hear them when they 
were at their zenith. Lester Young’s Kansas City Six recordings are modeled after the Kirby 
group; Fats Waller’s last recordings with his Rhythm (1942) have the stamp of the Kirby Sex-
tet on them; the Goodman Sextet of 1940-42 modeled themselves to some extent on the Kirby 
sound; and many European bands, including the second Hot Club Quintette with guitarist 
Django Reinhardt, were based on both the Goodman and Kirby sextets. 

Despite the virtuosic, facile sound of the three lead horns, what set the Kirby band 
apart from all others—even Norvo’s, and Count Basie’s—was the light, lithe, yet propulsive 
quality of its rhythm section. Many jazz critics have taken Kirby to task for de-emphasizing 
his own bass playing, reducing it from not only a prominent position but also a strong and 
harmonically advanced solo presence. As opposed to his solos with Henderson, Kirby’s few 
solos with his own band consisted primarily of short, two-bar scales or little fills. But domi-
nating his band from the bass position was not what Kirby’s band was all about, and he knew 
that playing at full strength would damage the airy-light balance of the rhythm section, which 
consisted of only three instruments (piano, bass and drums) and did not include a guitar. 
Kirby, then, was doing double duty as the group’s bassist and as a guitar substitute, a difficult 
task yet one he performed with aplomb and distinction for a decade.  

What’s even more interesting to me is that the sound textures Kirby’s band achieved, 
though derived from Ellington and Norvo (and, possibly, Reginald Foresythe) were entirely 
different from each of them. As the clarinet, of the three lead instruments, was the one most 
inclined towards playing fast passages, Kirby built the ensemble sound around that instrument 
rather than the trumpet or saxophone (which most often dominated the sounds of Ellington 
and Norvo). This was one reason, along with the insistence on a seamless blend, why Kirby 
had to replace Newton and Brown. Good as they were, they just couldn’t play fast enough to 
keep up with Bailey’s clarinet. This doesn’t mean that Bailey always led the ensemble, but he 
usually did so in unison with the trumpet, with alto playing underlying harmonics. Because of 
this, Kirby needed a trumpeter whose speed was equal or greater than that of a formally-
trained classical musician. Shavers filled that bill with aplomb. In addition, the band reveled 
in music with quirky or unusual harmonic changes. The early (1938) From A Flat to C is rela-
tively well known for its building a tune around the cycle of fourths, but some of their pieces 
were too strange to even record commercially. One such was Hima La Zooma, a piece for 
which we don’t even have composer credits, recorded in 1940 for a World Broadcast Service 
transcription disc. Kyle’s piano intro vacillates between E-flat and E in a manner prefiguring 
Thelonious Monk, and the initial melodic line runs D-A below-E above-F above, then repeat, 
ending on the D. Then we settle into a “normal”-sounding melody in D�, but with passing 
tones that continue to imply the strange harmonies of the opening, Kyle’s piano solo vacillat-
ing A and A� continually. This was by no means the simplistic view most people have of the 
band. Even though the musicians sing a rather silly chorus on nonsense lyrics, the whole thing 
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continues to build to the kind of smoldering intensity that only the Kirby Sextet was capable 
of. In addition to all this, the musicians are all listening to each other so their solos produce a 
continuous stream of musical thought, and a sudden shift from D-flat to D in the final chorus 
simply turns up the musical pressure a notch. The geyser is uncapped for the ride-out. 

Even finer as an overall performance (if not as fascinating as a composition) is the 
uptempo Rehearsin’ for a Nervous Breakdown. Originally recorded in 1938 when the Sextet 
was still known as the “Onyx Club Boys,” it is a minor-key riff tune that changes to major in 
the last four bars of each chorus, with a “B” section in major. The 1938 recording is good, but 
a Standard Transcription disc from 1941 is even better, not only in the continuous stream of 
thought that characterize the solos but in the addition of a half-tempo coda, following a rare 
drum solo by Spencer. The full 1941 version is one of the band’s great achievements. 

So why is the Kirby Sextet forgotten or maligned? Two reasons, one of which makes 
sense and one of which doesn’t. The first reason is that their music was even more ahead of its 
time than the Norvo band (which, incidentally, failed by 1939). Not until the early 1950s were 
there again musicians with that kind of technique who were willing to play in such a “cool” 
style. The second reason was that there were many jazz critics—particularly white ones—who 
were only too eager to lambaste any black band that didn’t sound black. Nor was this ten-
dency only present during the Swing Era; even today, you will find writings, even entire 
books, by white critics who praise bands like Count Basie’s and Chick Webb’s for sounding 
the “authentic” black blues style while other black bands like those of Andy Kirk, Cab 
Calloway, and even Ellington are lambasted as being “dicty” for appealing to white audi-
ences. This is clearly a racist comment, suggesting that black musicians have no business 
playing in bands that sound sophisticated and even quasi-classical, since you will almost 
never see such statements from the pens of black critics. Indeed, musicians loved the Kirby 
band. Why else would musicians of the eminence of Carter, Gillespie, and Webster agree to 
play with it for extended periods of time?  

But truthfully, the Kirby band’s weakness was its unwillingness to grow or adapt its 
style to changing jazz trends. By 1944, jazz had grown out of “regular” swing into a more ad-
vanced style, and thence into bebop, but the Kirby band remained stagnant. In the jazz world, 
the greatest sin was an inability to change with the times. Even Glenn Miller was modernizing 
his style, to some extent, during this period with his Army Air Force band, but not Kirby, and 
so the band faded into the background like popular but well-worn wallpaper. 

 
Django Reinhardt 
Happily, “race treason” was not a charge that could be leveled against another futuris-

tic band that emerged during the Swing Era, but foreignness of expression—or, to be more 
accurate, its Continental European sound—kept it from achieving mass appeal in its time. 
This was the Quintet of the Hot Club of France, led by Gypsy guitarist Django Reinhardt 
(1910-1953) and French violinist Stéphane Grappelli (1908-1997). Inspired by the Venuti-
Lang duo and trio recordings of 1929-30, Reinhardt wanted a band sound that expanded on 
their sound, and got it when he met Grappelli on pop music dance gigs. Originally a drum-
merless quartet, it became a quintet when Grappelli suggested adding Django’s brother Joseph 
as a second rhythm guitar (Django complained that when Grappelli played solos he had two 
guitars behind him, but when he soloed he only had one.) Grappelli’s jazz solos were inven-
tive and had the flair of Venuti, but not quite the bluesy “edge” of his American model, but 
Reinhardt’s solo guitar style was miles ahead of the competition. Brilliantly fast in both his 
single-string playing and lightning-like chord changes, Django’s solos electrified American 
musicians. Two Oklahoma City musicians who grew up together in the mid-1930s, the white 
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player Lester “Junior” Barnard (1920-1951) and black musician Charlie Christian (1916-
1942), were influenced in different ways by Reinhardt’s playing, and they brought this influ-
ence into their own styles—Christian with the Benny Goodman Sextet and big band, Barnard 
in the hot Western Swing band of Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys. Yet neither Barnard nor 
Christian had quite the interest in formal classical music that Reinhardt did: Barnard’s style, 
with its rapid-fire runs and blowsy, distorted-amplifier sound, had a tremendous impact on the 
burgeoning rhythm and blues musicians, while Christian’s playing centered around a tight, 
focused sound and harmonically daring solos that influenced guitarists of the bebop school. 

The Hot Club Quintet’s style was predominantly based on American popular and jazz 
tunes—I See Stars, Tiger Rag, Limehouse Blues, I Got Rhythm, Them There Eyes, St. Louis 
Blues, Undecided, etc.—to which Reinhardt added original tunes of his own. Most of these 
were harmonically advanced but rhythmically typical swing numbers, such as Appel Direct, 
Belleville and Swing 39, but his two most famous compositions of the era, Nuages and 
Manoir de mes Rêves, were quite advanced both harmonically and melodically. Moreover, in 
1937 Django, Grappelli and American violinist Eddie South (who, incidentally, also had clas-
sical training) made two astounding sides that completely baffled most American swing lis-
teners. The first side was Swing Interpretation of the Bach Double Concerto, the second Im-
provisation on the Bach Double Concerto. Yet Reinhart, who could not read music, absorbed 
this complex music like a sponge and much more besides. As time progressed, he was able to 
create such impressive musical creations as Mystery Pacific, with its concise and logical con-
struction despite being another “train piece” in jazz, and Appel Direct (also known as Appel 
Indirect), one of the most harmonically complex (and difficult to play) guitar pieces ever cre-
ated. Moreover, Django found it easy to seamlessly blend classical structure to jazz improvi-
sation and swing, as in his recordings of pieces by Grieg (Danse Norwegienne) and Liszt 
(Liebestraum No. 3). It was also generally unnoticed by most critics, because most critics 
lacked the musical knowledge to interpret what he was doping, that his improvisations were 
exceedingly daring harmonically. But of course, in one respect you can almost understand 
their confusion, because at the time he recorded most of his best work Reinhart was one of 
only a handful of musicians (the others being Young, Gillespie, and young Charlie Parker) 
who understood each other, let alone were understood by those not conversant with their un-
usual harmonic sense. 

The coming of World War II to England in 1939 and to France in 1940 broke up the 
first Hot Club Quintet. In its place, Reinhardt quickly assembled a new Quintet based on the 
Goodman Sextet model, with Hubert Rostaing on clarinet (which, be it noted, was also the 
influence of the John Kirby Sextet at a slight remove). He also added drums, surprisingly 
enough played by the Prince of Egypt’s royal family, Pierre Fouad. And Fouad was an out-
standing drummer for the group, light, airy, and completely conversant with the Dave Tough-
Specs Powell style that Goodman and Kirby were playing in the U.S. Again, however, the 
Reinhardt group sounded more classical, or at least more Continental, than its American 
model, and its more “conventional” instrumentation made it less intriguing to American crit-
ics. But Reinhardt had other tricks up his sleeve. He recorded a Bolero of his own composi-
tion as well as solo guitar pieces blending Andalusian classical music into a sort of “mood 
jazz” that was completely between genres (titled as Improvisations on the record labels). 
These latter pieces were generally ignored by American musicians—generally, but not by 
everyone. When Django made his one and only tour of the U.S. in 1946, with Duke Elling-
ton’s band, Ellington, realizing that Reinhardt couldn’t read music and therefore had trouble 
playing in some of his more advanced charts, gave him the latitude to improvise these mood 
jazz pieces in his concerts with the orchestra.  
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Paul Whiteman: Jazz At Last 
In 1937, RCA Victor severed its contract with Paul Whiteman. Finally realizing his 

need to update his style, Whiteman stripped his band down to about 15 musicians and devel-
oped a sound built around the modernized Dixieland style of the Bob Crosby orchestra. He 
gave much more lead playing and solo space to the Teagarden brothers, Jack and Charlie, and 
hired an outstanding pop-jazz vocal group who had been going nowhere, The Modernaires. 
More interestingly for our purposes, he broke down the band into a number of “little bands” to 
which he gave specialized arrangements designed for their particular configuration. There 
were some very fine arrangements for the Bouncing Brass and the Sax Soctette, but the most 
arresting were those played by the Swinging Strings and Whiteman’s Woodwinds. All of 
these arrangements were written by Whiteman’s guitarist, Art Ryerson (1913-2004), who also 
played on the sessions with swinging rhythm. For the first time (this was 1938-39), White-
man’s strings had something consistently interesting to play, and the woodwinds deftly 
blended oboe, flute and bassoon in with the clarinets. To my knowledge, these are the first 
essentially jazz pieces written for this combination. Moreover, what is interesting about the 
Swinging Strings performances was that Ryerson generally played solo guitar on them, creat-
ing what was, in effect, an opposite balance to Django Reinhardt’s Hot Club Quintette. In 
fact, I will go further: in Ryerson’s solo work with Whiteman during this period, I would de-
clare him a disciple of Reinhardt, at least insofar as his own abilities could carry him. He 
never had the incomparable technique of the Gypsy guitarist, but the style? Most certainly. 

Curiously, the titles recorded by these various combinations—all in a more swinging 
style—were generally remakes of old Whiteman hits from the 1920s. Apparently, he wanted 
to impress his past on people through these newer arrangements. Nevertheless, many of them 
were really excellent. Among the best of the “Swinging Strings” recordings were the old tune 
Ragging the Scale, in which Ryerson not only updated the rhythm in terms of swing but also 
“displaced” certain notes within the raggy melody to emphasize an entirely modern construct. 
Upward glissando on the violins and swinging two-bar interjections by Ryerson and a vibes 
player add to the fun, and note how he scored the strings in pizzicato behind the vibes solo. 
The last two choruses are ramped up a bit in tempo, and the imaginative new coda makes this 
a real set-piece (and Lord knows why small string orchestras don’t play this as an encore 
piece in performances nowadays). Another Whiteman oldie, Crinoline Days, became a vehi-
cle for Whiteman’s Woodwinds, and here again Ryerson showed his wonderful imagination 
by emphasizing the flute and clarinet to lead the other winds, quite different from the sound 
created by Reginald Foresythe a few years earlier. And again, his routining of the piece makes 
it much more classical in concept than anything Whiteman ever did with his bombastic “Con-
cert Orchestra” arrangements of the ‘20s. In Liza, another Swinging Strings arrangement, Ry-
erson’s guitar breaks and solo sound for all the world like slightly simplified Django—he 
catches the rhythmic verve of the Gypsy guitarist perfectly here. Like Crinoline Days, the 
tempo is split: first half in ballad tempo, second half faster and more swinging, and here Ryer-
son’s scoring of the first fast violin chorus sounds for all the world like a Stéphane Grappelli 
solo orchestrated. 

Unfortunately for Whiteman, despite his continuing this new policy of more real jazz 
and less pop schlock, his 1939 band continued to fail at the box office, thus by the early 1940s 
he disbanded and moved to Hollywood. Although he would continue to record for another 20 
years, none of the bands he used were full-time organizations but, rather, pick-up bands of 
freelance musicians. Yet he did have one more musical surprise in store. In 1942, asked by his 
former singer Johnny Mercer to help launch Mercer’s new record label, Capitol Records, 
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Whiteman compiled a band with strings and hired the superb Jimmy Mundy to write the ar-
rangements. All of them were excellent—in some ways, the best jazz Whiteman had ever 
played—but the standout track was Mundy’s re-imagining of the old tune I Found a New 
Baby using the string section in a thoroughly jazz manner and showcasing the blistering piano 
of young Eugene “Buddy” Weed, Whiteman’s last great discovery and one of the best, with 
quickly-moving countermelodies, eventually rewriting the entire piece so much that it literally 
became a different piece. Any listener unfamiliar with I’ve Found a New Baby who started 
listening to the record at the 1:30 mark would have a difficult time recognizing it, as Mundy 
has made an entirely new piece out of it (and it is changed yet again at the 2:08 mark). Read-
ers unfamiliar with the utter genius of Mundy’s work may wonder why I slough off Gene Gif-
ford and Fletcher Henderson yet include him in a work of this scope, but anyone who has ac-
tually studied Mundy’s scores from the late 1930s on will know exactly what I’m talking 
about. He was more than a jazz arranger, he was a composer who just happened to work most 
often with others’ materials. The record was scarcely a big seller, but musicians appreciated it, 
as they also did the relaxed, loping arrangement of Travelin’ Light which featured a weary-
sounding trombone solo by Skip Layton and a surprise guest vocal by Billie Holiday.  

 
Glenn Miller 
A change began to come into swing: subtler arrangements, more sophisticated instru-

mentation and voicings, less blatant textures and rhythms. The bandleader who proved both a 
musical pivot and an extraordinarily popular magnet for young listeners was Glenn Miller 
(1904-1944). He had tested the water of bandleading even while playing with Ray Noble’s 
band in 1935-36, making a few sides for Brunswick. The most interesting was his arrange-
ment of In a Little Spanish Town, in which he wrote some exemplary passages for strings as 
well as showcasing Bunny Berigan’s trumpet, but it was only in 1937 that he tested the waters 
with a full-time band of his own. Forming a hot band with a number of jazz musicians in it 
(tenor saxist Jerry Jerome, clarinetist Irving Fazola, and trumpeter Sterling Bose), he failed 
miserably. Oddly enough, though he seems to have hit upon his unique clarinet-led reed 
sound for at least one record (I Got Rhythm), a disc that also indicates in its closing choruses 
just how innovative an arranger he could be, he declined to make this his stylistic trademark at 
the time. In January 1938, the band came to an ignoble end in a horrible New England snow-
storm, his car stuck in a three-foot snow bank and his orchestra unable to make a gig.  

Thanks primarily to moral and financial support from his former employer Tommy 
Dorsey, who also put him in touch with agent Tommy Rockwell, Miller re-launched his band 
in the fall of 1938. This time, he went into it with rigorous rules and a new mindset. He de-
cided to make the clarinet-led saxes the focal point of his sound, though he also developed 
some other sounds distilled from the bands of Lunceford and Ellington. He also hired three 
musicians more for their commercial appeal than for their musicianship: singers Ray Eberle 
and Marion Hutton, and singer-tenor saxist Gordon “Tex” Beneke (1914-2000). Beneke was 
really a very good musician despite combining elements of Coleman Hawkins, Chu Berry and 
Lester Young. In fact, African-American saxist Benny Golson wrote to Beneke about 20 years 
later thanking him for inspiring him to become a musician. Yet it was Beneke’s vibrato-laden, 
folksy singing and Texas drawl that endeared him to audiences. Miller drilled the band like a 
sergeant at basic training. Precision and richness of timbre were now his principal concerns. If 
the band swung, fine; if it didn’t, that was OK too as long as they played together, all the time. 
The jazz soloists were still featured, but were told to keep their solos relatively simple. Wild 
experimentation was prohibited. 
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All of this sounds simply horrible to the average jazz musician, and in fact many mu-
sicians detested the band. After Miller’s death, Artie Shaw said that he wished “that Glenn 
should have lived, and Chattanooga Choo Choo should have died.”5 Jazz impresario John 
Hammond lambasted the band for its stiffness. Miller’s famous retort was, “John, why do you 
judge me as a musician? I’m only interested in making money.”6 

Yet this off-the-cuff retort to Hammond was probably a rare loss of temper for the 
usually-controlled Miller. He had been explaining, to anyone who would listen, for two years 
that he was not only trying to be popular but also experimenting with textures, musical struc-
ture and harmony within the big-band format. Earlier he had said, “I haven’t got a great jazz 
band and I don’t want one. It all depends on what you define as ‘real jazz.’ It happens that, to 
our ears, harmony comes first [italics mine]”7 Early in his new band’s career, while playing at 
the little-known Paradise Restaurant in New York, he had written to his wife, “Tonight the 
band hit me—hard. I’m finally getting the sound I want.” But jazz musicians, by and large, 
weren’t interested in contrapuntal figures, rich harmonics or unusual instrumental blends. 
Glenn Miller was, so after a while he just kept his ideas to himself. 

Miller continued to hire musicians who were both excellent readers as well as good, if 
not brilliant, improvisers. Undoubtedly the most famous of these was trumpeter Bobby Hack-
ett (1915-1976), hired in 1941 because he happened to be one of Miller’s favorite musicians, 
someone whose scalar solo style spanned harmonic changes easily yet brilliantly. Miller used 
Hackett sparingly but tellingly, often in the introductory choruses of ballads where he either 
played breaks or solo flights above the clarinet-led reeds (From One Love to Another, Sere-
nade in Blue, Rainbow Rhapsody, Rhapsody in Blue), but at least once—in Stardust—as the 
featured soloist, and one other time as the pivotal soloist who created an entirely new theme in 
Jerry Gray’s A String of Pearls. Those who disparage the record as “white middle American-
type dance music” miss the forest for the trees, for here Gray, known primarily for his catchy 
riff tunes, created several riffs that magically weave themselves together to form a complete 
musical statement, often in different keys. There are, in fact, two fine sax solos on the record 
before Hackett shows up, playing a 12-bar solo above a counter-motion created beneath him 
on the offbeats by the trombone section.  

Hackett once pointed out that, in his view, Miller was a genius at spicing up arrange-
ments so the formula never became trite. “If you have white-on-white, it’s bland, it’s boring,” 
Hackett said. “Glenn was a genius at adding just the right voicing, the right chords, that com-
pletely changed the impact of the piece.”8 Others agreed; late in life, Bing Crosby was quoted 
as saying that “Glenn employed a harmonization that was new and vastly different.”9 And, 
considering that he was trying to attract millions, not thousands, of listeners, he maintained 
this high level of musicality right to the end. Miller himself had to relinquish most of the ar-
ranging duties once his band became nationally famous to attend to other chores, but in the 
beginning he himself contributed some fascinating pieces such as Runnin’ Wild, which used 
whole-tone passages and fast, rather astounding key changes (a sax solo in E� followed by a 

                                                
5 As quoted online at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glenn_Miller. For some reason, this quote has also been as-
cribed to jazz baritone saxist Pepper Adams, who never knew Miller and played in a later era. 
6 Quoted frequently, including in Peter J. Levinson’s book Tommy Dorsey: Livin’ in a Great Big Way (Da Capo 
Press, 2009), p. 250. 
7 Another famous quote, found most recently at the website http://www.history.co.uk/biographies/glenn-miller. 
8 Quoted in one of the RCA Bluebird LP reissues of the Miller band’s recordings. 
9 From the Forward to Dennis M. Spragg’s white paper, A Portrait of Glenn Miller, University of Colorado 
Boulder College of Music, http://www.colorado.edu/music/departments/centers/american-music-research-
center/glenn-miller-archives/portrait-glenn-miller. 
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trumpet solo in C, then when the band re-enters, B�). One can take just as much enjoyment 
from his pushing Billy May to write the bitonal, complex introduction to Serenade in Blue in 
1942 as in his own use of close seconds and rhythmically fractioned brass chords in his 1939 
arrangement of Say Si Si. Miller created jazz counterpoint in Little Brown Jug and Johnson 
Rag, imaginative, coloristic introductions to ballads like Along the Santa Fe Trail and Sky-
lark, encouraged Bill Finegan to create a jazz fugue in Song of the Volga Boatmen, following 
an equally remarkable concerted passage with tenor sax solo that was cut for the commercial 
recording, and Billy May to arrange Harold Arlen’s Blues in the Night as a four-and-a-half-
minute mini-masterpiece that built through ensemble sections and vocal passages to a rousing 
finish. He was also so impressed by Hackett’s solo on A String of Pearls that he kept the solo 
intact as a permanent part of the piece. 

Readers may wonder why I’ve not discussed Jerry Gray’s arrangement of the Anvil 
Chorus or the May-Finegan arrangement of Serenade in Blue. The answer is that Gray’s Anvil 
Chorus, though based on a genuine piece of classical music and well-routined as a jazz per-
formance, has nothing particularly structured about it; in fact, it is not even as well put to-
gether as one of his lesser known riff tunes, Oh So Good. As for Serenade in Blue, the famous 
story of how Finegan was asked to come up with a dramatic introduction but could write 
nothing that pleased Miller, who then turned it over to Billy May who wrote the very har-
monically complex introduction in a half hour, is certainly true, and it is nice to hear Bobby 
Hackett’s famous solo limning the first chorus, but the bald fact is that the remainder of the 
arrangement (excepting the bridge that leads into the vocal chorus) is as unexceptional as the 
song itself. 

The Miller band’s aesthetic—not merely controversial in its time, but also thereafter, 
as well as at least two decades ahead as a musical concept—was that an improvisation within 
a written chart should not depart too radically from the passages that come before and after it, 
but should either complement the written passages or, somehow, musically continue it. This 
is, of course, not at all radical in the field of classical music, where even such improvising 
composers as Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin or Liszt tried to match the mood and musical 
character of the written portions even when they changed keys or improvised what amounted 
to off-the-cuff fantasias. But jazz musicians do not plan even a day or an hour before they 
create a chorus or a break; it just comes out of them spontaneously at the moment of creation. 
Most of the time it works; sometimes it doesn't. Yet in the context of a large piece, whether a 
quartet or full orchestral score, such an expression of the moment may sometimes sound 
wrong. Therefore, a certain amount of premeditation is a good idea. Alternate studio re-
cordings, and most especially broadcasts, prove beyond the shadow of a doubt that Miller's 
soloists (even Hackett and May, the most inventive of all of them) seldom went outside the 
framework of the piece yet still managed to play something different every time. Even an 
aircheck of A String of Pearls reveals Hackett staying within the basic framework of his solo, 
albeir altering the stress beats and occasionally playing a different note, while his aircheck of 
Stardust is a thing of beauty, two full choruses that limn Hoagy Carmichael’s delicate chord 
changes like the opening of a flower, even more impressive than his commercial recording of 
it. Such solos, as well as those of Tex Beneke who stayed much more within the harmonic 
framework when improvising than section-mate Al Klink (one reason why Klink was often 
denied solos in pieces where Miller thought he wouldn't fit), enhanced the overall effective-
ness of the arrangements, the same way that Beiderbecke complemented Challis’ arrange-
ments of Lonely Melody or Dardanella with Whiteman or the way Ellington's soloists fit like 
fingers in a glove in such pieces as Blue Feeling or Rockin’ in Rhythm. One of the most auda-
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cious yet beautiful pieces played by Miller’s band was a Finegan arrangement of the first 
movement of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, yet it works, from the newly written introduc-
tion, through a breathy sax solo by Beneke to a feathery finale played by the piano with soft 
reed chords. Why Ellington should be praised for his achievements and Miller denigrated for 
his is probably due to the differences of their approach, Ellington diplomatic and willing to 
listen to the ideas of others, Miller autocratic and often impatient (to be fair to him, often due 
to his hectic schedule) with others’ input or requests.  

 
Artie Shaw 
Assessing the value and impact of Arthur Arshawsky’s clarinet playing and big bands 

in the long view of cultural history was a daunting task for decades because Shaw himself 
(1910-2004) lived so long and was such a thorny and prickly personality that he had the knack 
of turning admirers into cynics. Constantly promoting himself as God’s gift to the world of 
music (he once said, “I’m a gifted—supremely gifted—human being; and…the world has en-
deavored to drive me crazy”10), Shaw snubbed and insulted everyone: not only (and most fa-
mously) his fans, but also competing musicians both black and white (he once said, famously, 
to Benny Goodman, “Do you know what the difference is between us, Benny? You play the 
clarinet. I play music”), his band members (in one of his short stories, obviously based on a 
real incident when he was leading his Navy band in the South Pacific, he spends a good 15 
minutes demeaning and insulting one of his trumpet players—who, it turned out, in real life 
was Max Kaminsky11—by scaring him into thinking that he wouldn’t find any work as a free-
lance musician once the war was over), his wives (who he admitted were great in bed but bor-
ing blockheads compared to his brilliant genius), and even those who really did admire him 
for the very qualities he wanted adulation for, his qualities as a musician and bandleader. 
Shaw claimed that his early band, which was a jazz sextet mixed with a string quartet, failed 
because the public was “too stupid” to appreciate strings in jazz, but most of his jazz-with-
strings recordings, and particularly those early ones, have the strings just playing whole notes 
in the background. And once the public did fall in love with a particular arrangement that the 
Shaw band played—not only (and most famously) his first RCA recording, Begin the Be-
guine, which became a million-seller and in his view pigeonholed him for life, but also Fre-
nesi and Stardust—he not only curtailed public performances of these tunes but called his 
fans morons for preferring them to some of the more complex music his band played.  

And Shaw’s egotistical cynicism, fur such it must assuredly was (on an Internet blog, 
Ray Steele headed his review of Shaw’s biography “Artie Shaw: Not an evil genius. Just a 
jerk. And a genius.”12), continued throughout his long life. He never mellowed very much. I 
still recall how, in the late 1990s, a fan of his ran across an extremely rare Shaw recording and 
somehow wangled a local newspaper or media interview out of it. When Shaw heard about it, 
he called the collector up and told him—not asked him—to give him the recording because 
he, Shaw, had made it and didn’t own a copy. Oh, yes, he also threatened to sue the collector 
for intellectual theft if he didn’t cough up the record. 

With such a swelled head and vile manners, it would be easy to hate Shaw and thus 
dismiss his music, but the bottom line is that he was very good at what he did and a great deal 
of his music—although mostly written and arranged by others (Shaw was a mediocre tune 

                                                
10 Quoted by David Gates in his review of Tom Nolan’s biography of Shaw, Three Chords for Beauty’s Sake 
(New York Times, 30 April 2010). 
11 As told to the author by Max Kaminsky during a phone conversation in 1994. 
12 http://raysteele.blogspot.com/2010/06/artie-shaw-not-evil-genius-just-jerk.html 
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writer and even more pedestrian as an arranger)—not only holds up well but will probably be 
listened to until the end of time. And, in the context of this study, we can indeed start with one 
of those early recordings with strings, Streamline. Here, although the string background is not 
terribly complex, it works very well in context, and that context is some of the most phe-
nomenally fast, cleanly articulated, and musically inventive clarinet playing ever recorded. 
When he abandoned the strings and regrouped with what he described as “the loudest god-
damn swing band in the world,” he wrote his own theme song, Nightmare. This piece has 
been a bone of contention among listeners ever since. Essentially, it is a minor-key piece in 
which a shrill, piercing theme is played by the clarinet and trumpets over a repetitive four-
note ground bass played by the trombones, following which Shaw improvises a clarinet solo, 
the whole of it underpinned by tom-toms. Less musically sophisticated listeners have praised 
it as a work of genius; more sophisticated listeners, such as critic Gunther Schuller, have de-
meaned it as basically clarinet over tom-toms to simulate an “exotic” feeling. It is not as great 
as the first group claims nor as bad as Schuller insists, but it is not a masterpiece, either.  

Much better are the works written and/or arranged by others, among them William 
Grant Still’s superb treatment of the Mexican tune Frenesi. As mentioned in chapter Three, 
Still’s work in the jazz-pop field was often mawkish and contrived, but here he came up with 
his happiest and most successful blending of classical and jazz elements. From first note to 
last, Frenesi is a masterpiece of understatement as well as of simplicity of gesture. (Typically 
of Shaw, however, because Frenesi became a smash hit and the less-well-arranged Chantez le 
Bas did not, he preferred the latter recording.) Another, less highly esteemed Still piece that 
I’ve always found quite hauntingly beautiful is the two-part Blues. Here, as in the case of 
Nightmare, a repetitive ground bass forms the underpinning for a relatively simple blues-
related theme, upon which Shaw and his bandmates improvise, but the way the piece builds 
up, particularly in its second half, is both subtle and exhilarating in a way that defies descrip-
tion. I say that because the musical materials used by Still are simple and not challenging to 
the sophisticated listener, yet until George Handy came along after World War II no one 
really ever penned such a sophisticated yet effective piece using such economy of gesture.  

The other Shaw pieces from this era (we will examine others in the next chapter) to 
impress with their combination of musical subtlety and jazz inflection are the works of Chi-
cago-born musician Paul Jordan, particularly Evensong, Carnival and Suite No. 8. In the lat-
ter, as Schuller rightly points out in his generally excellent book The Swing Era, the music 
really doesn’t fuse a classical structure with jazz so much as the one morphs into the other, 
but the effect is still startling and exhilarating. At least Jordan had musical taste and a very 
personal approach, and luckily it was an approach that Shaw’s clarinet solos fit beautifully. 
As I brought up in Chapter Three, Thomas Griselle’s 1928 Nocturne was also exquisitely 
played by the Shaw band, even though he took credit for reviving the piece when in fact the 
John Kirby Sextet had done so two years earlier.  

One piece that Shaw wrote for the movie Second Chorus, thought very little of, but re-
corded anyway for RCA Victor was his nine-minute Concerto for Clarinet. An absolutely 
trashy piece comprised of a pretentious introduction followed by a series of riff tunes strung 
together, Shaw dismissed it for years as something lightweight he did for the movie—until 
others (including Buddy de Franco) began playing and even recording it. Then, suddenly, he 
took credit for writing a masterpiece. The banality of the music hadn’t changed over the 
years—in fact, it sounds as awful today as it did back in 1940—yet it is played, quite seri-
ously, by any number of clarinetists. Just go to YouTube and look around if you don’t believe 
me. Romain Guyot, Matt Griffith, Shirley Brill, Sharon Kam, Hernan Dario Gutierrez, Andrej 
Zupan, Alexander Maurer, Bence Szepesi, Lukas Gösweiner, Andy Miles, Felix Slováček, 
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Gustavo Ramírez, Paulo César Morocho, Radosław Herdzik, Michel Moraes, Steven Walker, 
Christine E. Hoerning, Wouter Vandermeeren, Philippe Cuper, Charles Michiels, Alex Sto-
jkov, Jerzy Karwowski, Natalia Crespo Colomino, Lukas Ludwig, József Balogh, Juwon 
Blanton, Robert Minta and a few unidentified clarinetists all posted their performances 
there—and many of these were given at real, prestigious universities and concert venues such 
as Yale—proving, if proof be needed, that classically trained musicians are often (pardon the 
colloquialism) “dazzled by bullshit,” stunned into musical submission by a piece that is tech-
nically difficult and challenging yet says nothing; and if anything else, it proves that they 
can’t tell the difference between a great jazz-classical work and a poor one. 

A far greater contribution to clarinet pedagogy, yet one that is barely known, was Artie 
Shaw’s Jazz Technic, a 1941 series of exercises for serious clarinet students, and particularly 
his 14 Etudes for Clarinet which comprised Vol. 2. (Also included in the series was a tran-
scription of his solo on the Gramercy Five recording of Dr. Livingstone I Presume, discussed 
below.) Clarinetist Eric Seddon, in his blog, states that Shaw “works through each key by 
starting on each scale degree, successively, in modal style (even if this is not explicitly 
stated). In many ways this book looks like a harbinger for the later, popular saxophone 
method written by Joseph Viola.”13 On p. 2 of the book, there is this introduction to the etudes 
by Shaw explaining their use: 

This book is not intended to replace any of the standard clarinet methods now in 
use... [But] is to provide a different type of exercise for the student whose aim is to 
play not in the symphony but in the dance band.  

[There] are certain idiomatic and technical differences between [classical and jazz 
playing]—certain arbitrary and traditional criteria that should be stripped away from 
the former--that make the publication of such a book as this not only permissible but 
desirable… 

There are several conceptions regarding the so-called “proper” way to play the clari-
net. Most of these exist because of the rigidly academic approach to the subject. It is 
in the hope of clearing the air of a few arbitrary prejudices, as well as providing the 
student with a system of exercises designed to promote the freedom and flexibility of 
technique vital to unhampered performance in the jazz band, that I am offering this 
new CLARINET METHOD. 

 
Seddon continues that he has often “wondered if he [Shaw] even realized, fully, the 

degree to which his playing surpassed the models before him. We have no record of the great 
virtuosi of the 18th and 19th century, and therefore can’t know what Heinrich Baermann or 
Franz Tausch would have sounded like—perhaps they also had Shaw’s flexibility, and per-
haps the use of portamento was common and unreported in solo repertoire. By the time Shaw 
hit the scene, though, there seems to have been no player able to do what he did.” 

Etudes Nos. 2, 4, 5 and 6 have been recorded and posted on YouTube by Clement 
Serrano, a talented young clarinetist and organist from Peoria, Illinois. Although he lacks 
Shaw’s complete command and effortless, gliding technique (as do many clarinetists), his 
ability to produce a full and even tone throughout the range illustrates the efficacy of Shaw’s 
Etudes and their raison d’être. It is also a compliment to Shaw, Goodman and Buddy de 
Franco that we now have clarinetists who can play these pieces with the right “swing” and 

                                                
13 http://thejazzclarinet.blogspot.com/2013/01/artie-shaws-clarinet-method.html 
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such excellent tone. I can well imagine that, back in 1941 when the method was first pub-
lished, there were quite a few young clarinetists who were bewildered, became frustrated and 
gave up.  

Indeed, the astonishing fluidity of Shaw’s tone production and consistent roundness of 
tone were as admired by African-American clarinetists as by white ones, and this despite the 
fact that his tone production might have seemed too “classical” for jazz playing, and particu-
larly the blues. Yet as his recordings show, and this is the sort of thing that could only be ex-
perienced (or proven) by direct listening, Shaw was able to bend and “shape” his tone in such 
a way that it was indeed effective in both styles of music. With his impeccable command of 
the instrument, he could play glissandi flawlessly, and in fact used them to rise up to the cli-
max of many a tune; he could intensify his tone in the upper range at full volume to an aston-
ishing piercing quality, all the more impressive because he never lost fullness of tone; and he 
could bend and slur blue notes with the right style if not always the most authentic sound. All 
these features can be heard in his 1940 recording of a rare musical triumph for William Grant 
Still, his Blues Parts 1 and 2 (part of his Lenox Avenue Suite). Like Jerry Gray’s A String of 
Pearls or Jimmy Mundy’s arrangement of Sing, Sing, Sing, the deceptive simplicity of the 
music and its reliance on riffs masks the subtle brilliance of the score. Constantly rocking the 
tonality between the tonic on beats 1 and 3 and the dominant 7th on beats 2 and 4, Still’s ar-
rangement creates an interesting tension which is emphasized by the fact that Still scored 
these underlying chords for a pair of alto saxes, playing around the mid-range, while Shaw’s 
clarinet and Billy Butterfield’s muted trumpet initially alternate short breaks and solos above 
them. In addition, Still paces this extended work (recorded over two sides of a 10-inch 78) 
with a fine sense of drama, the second half beginning with a trade of riffs between the trum-
pets and saxes, again in hypnotic fashion, and eventually building to a climax not only 
through a gradual increase in volume but also through—what else?—one of Shaw’s dramatic 
upward glissandos on his instrument. 

Even stranger, and more effective, is Paul Jordan’s Two in One Blues. Listening to it, 
the “two in one” seems to refer not only to two melodies running in counterpart to each other, 
and not merely to the fact that he sometimes also splits the harmony, but the fact that one of 
these melodic fragments is a blues while the other is close to klezmer music. As Shaw, trom-
bonist Jack Jenney and trumpeter Oran “Hot Lips” Page solo, the music smoothes out into a 
more conventional minor blues tune, but the orchestrated passages keep pressuring the dual-
ity. Trombonist-arranger Ray Conniff, who rose to fame in the late 1950s via his recording 
band using wordless voices along with conventional instruments, was one of the more crea-
tive and swinging of Shaw’s arrangers in the 1940s—his 1945 arrangement of Gershwin’s 
‘Swonderful is one of the catchiest and most clever charts the Shaw band ever played—yet it 
is his 1940 piece Prelude in C Major that best fits the parameters of this study. Using the bass 
as a bowed instrument in the string section, Conniff assigned that instrument “root” notes on 
the first beat of each bar to sixth chords that descend via their top notes B-flat, A, G, the last 
of these actually clashing the G with A (which is, of course, the sixth of C major). When we 
“reach” C major, in whole-note chords behind Shaw’s clarinet solo, Conniff slyly tops them 
with E-flat and then D, the 9th of C major. This constant unsettling of pitch, though certainly 
not very adventurous, is strange enough in a jazz band to make the music more suitable for 
listening than for dancing.  

The real issue with Shaw’s music, and I speak now of his solo work and not just his 
overall conception of clarinet-with-large-orchestra, is that although his playing was harmoni-
cally adventurous and even daring for its time, his basic musical aesthetic was romantic and 
not modern. He was grounded in the music of the late 1920s and early ‘30s, and there he gen-
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erally stayed. Even though his 1949-50 band (discussed in the next chapter) played more 
modern and boppish pieces and arrangements, and though he fit into then quite well, he 
moved away from this type of music. His last recordings with an updated Gramercy Five in 
1954 are a unique hybrid of straightahead swing style with occasionally modernistic harmo-
nies. It is possible that Shaw might have grown into the more modern style being played at 
that time, particularly that of Shorty Rogers or Thelonious Monk, but we’ll never know be-
cause he just stopped playing for the rest of his long life. For more on Shaw, however, refer to 
the section below. 

 
Swinging Harps, Celestas, Flutes, Harpsichords and Strings 
By the time the Miller band was swinging into its last year of existence (the fall of 

1941), several other non-jazz instruments had been introduced into jazz. The celesta, with its 
delicate timbre, seemed almost antithetical to jazz; Miller himself had used it in his 1940 ar-
rangement of Danny Boy, but this was in a romantic, delicate arrangement and not a jazz con-
text. Its first use in a purely jazz setting came in 1940 when boogie pianist Meade Lux Lewis 
played it at a Blue Note recording session with clarinetist Edmond Hall, guitarist Charlie 
Christian, and bassist Israel Crosby. Their resultant records were sold under the name of the 
Edmond Hall Celeste Quartet, and became instant classics. The best of them for our purposes 
was Profoundly Blue, certainly one of the most exquisite recordings of any genre ever made 
and certainly among the subtlest discs ever issued by Blue Note. 

So something was in the air, and it wasn’t all slam-bang killer-dillers with hot, heavy 
solos. It was hot music mixed with textural subtlety, and it was a growing trend. Even uptown 
in Harlem, drummer Chick Webb (1905-1939) and his highly swinging band at the Savoy 
Ballroom was the first since Roger Wolfe Kahn to include flutes and piccolos in the ensem-
ble, sometimes with the big band but more often in a small band called the “Little Chicks.” 
Though not quite as innovative as Sauter’s work with Norvo, the startling sound of high 
winds in a jazz context introduced something startlingly new in the music, as in his version of 
In a Little Spanish Town. Not enough critics give Webb credit for this innovation, nor for his 
often-startling big band arrangements that, though ostensibly based on the Henderson model, 
had a different sound.  

But 1940 was also the year in which the harpsichord also came into jazz. Again, Lewis 
was first in a handful of solo recordings for Blue Note (the most notable of which were 19 
Ways of Playing a Chorus and Self-Portrait, both outstanding examples of harpsichord jazz 
now very hard to find), but the most commercially noticeable outing was that of pianist 
Johnny Guarnieri with Artie Shaw’s Gramercy Five. Critic Gunther Schuller had nothing 
good to say about Guarnieri’s harpsichord playing in The Swing Era, but the mere fact that the 
recordings were popular also meant they were influential. More to the point, the blending of 
Shaw’s classically-oriented clarinet tone with Guarnieri’s harpsichord created a beautiful 
sound which lent to these recordings the air of a classical quintet (only Billy Butterfield’s 
trumpet retained a purely jazz sound) playing in a hip style. The two most commercially suc-
cessful sides were Summit Ridge Drive and Special Delivery Stomp, again ironically released 
back-to-back on the same record, but my personal favorite is an original Shaw riff tune titled 
Dr. Livingstone, I Presume in which the harmonic inventions are as startling as the rhythmic. 

As for the harp, it actually entered jazz—briefly and peripherally—in a 1934 Jack 
Teagarden recording called Junk Man. The player in question was Casper Reardon (1907-
1941), a pupil of the great harpist and composer Carlos Salzedo, but Reardon’s surviving re-
cordings (in addition to the Teagarden recording, these include Ain’t Misbehavin’ from a CBS 
broadcast of the Saturday Night Swing Club, performances of Junk Man, Ain’t Misbehavin’ 
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and St. Louis Blues from a 1937 film soundtrack, Dana Suesse’s suite Young Man With a 
Harp and Ellington’s In a Sentimental Mood) show an excellent command of the instrument 
and good syncopation in his style, but as an improviser he was a jazz tyro. It was thus left up 
to Adele Girard (1913-1993) to establish the harp as a true jazz instrument, which she did in 
the small bands of her husband, clarinetist Joe Marsala (1907-1978). From about 1936 
through the mid-1940s, Marsala established himself as the undisputed king of 52nd Street in 
New York, and used his fame to help integrate jazz far beyond anything that Benny Goodman 
had done. Girard, who was working in a club with a different band opposite Marsala’s, had 
been left behind when the group left New York. Marsala hired her and taught her the rudi-
ments of jazz improvisation and phrasing, so well, in fact, that by 1940 she was his equal and 
a co-star in the band. As she later said in interviews, no one really knew how to write parts for 
a harp in jazz arrangements so she just had to fit herself in, making up the music (and the 
technique for playing jazz) as she went along. She did so well that she established the harp, 
however briefly, as a sort of substitute piano, clearly influenced by Teddy Wilson in style. 
This was not a bad thing, even on those Marsala recordings that also included a piano. Her 
swinging and harmonically sophisticated solos—all quite inventive and displaying her quick 
musical mind—can be heard on a large number of Marsala discs made between 1939 and the 
late 1940s although, in the context of this study, the finest I have heard are the recordings of I 
Know That You Know and Lover, and a 1945 “soundie” of her playing an original titled Harp 
Boogie. It is also to her everlasting credit that, two years before her death, she recorded an 
entire album with clarinetist Bobby Gordon that showed once again how well her style could 
fit into a jazz context. Some of her earlier fire was gone, but her adroit rhythmic pulse and 
musical imagination remained intact. 

And then, of course, there were those pesky strings. How to make them work in a jazz 
context? Several arrangers tried their hands at it with sometimes good results, among them 
Jimmy Mundy in his two excellent 1942 arrangements for Paul Whiteman (I’ve Found a New 
Baby and The Well-Digger’s Breakdown), but surprisingly, the arrangers who did the best in 
this era were two men who rarely wrote for strings later on, Ray Conniff (1916-2002) and 
former Jimmie Lunceford arranger Sy Oliver (1910-1988) who in late 1939 was hired away 
from Lunceford by Tommy Dorsey. Conniff’s most innovative arrangements in this respect 
were Prelude in C Major (discussed earlier) and Needlenose, while the tune in which Oliver 
succeeded in making the string figures not only interesting but interactive with the reeds and 
brasses as a third section was Blue Blazes. The latter, in its studio recording, was originally 
issued as the flip side to his equally fine arrangement of Harold Arlen’s Blues in the Night, 
but as happened so often in those days (particularly with Dorsey, who often over-rehearsed 
his bands for recording sessions), it was not played nearly as well on the record as it was in 
later broadcast and film performances. Dorsey made the piece a sort of metaphor for Air 
Force bomber pilots, and the comparison was not out of line, for the shower of notes that 
Oliver put into the piece was simply dazzling, and in my experience has seldom been equaled.  

Another great black writer-arranger working within a white band was former Hender-
son star Don Redman, who in 1942 was asked by leader Harry James to update his old 1928 
tune, Cherry, for his band. Redman, delighted to be working again with a string section (as he 
had in 1927 with Whiteman Stomp), delivered a surprisingly infectious and bluesy arrange-
ment for the strings. Hear how they articulate the opening introduction and then fill in 
throughout the arrangement, almost substituting for the saxes (though saxes are present) to 
provide a hip cushion for the soloists; moreover, hear how cleverly Redman rewrote the piece 
as a little composition rather than just a “tune”—yet James seldom used Redman again! 
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An excellent musician whose work I have never, ever seen mentioned in any jazz his-
tory was pianist Sonny Kendis. I couldn’t find dates of birth and death for him or much of his 
background, but he apparently led the band at the high-toned Stork Club in New York during 
the early 1940s and, for a brief period from April 1949 to roughly January 3, 1950 had a 10-
minute musical TV show. He was described as a flashy pianist in the Eddy Duchin manner, 
scarcely a good recommendation for a jazz musician, and his association with the Stork Club 
almost assuredly labeled him as playing the kind of music that musicians denigrated as “busi-
nessman’s bounce,” i.e., soft-contoured jazz designed not to upset wealthy patrons. To a cer-
tain extent this was true, yet Kendis’s extremely tasteful arrangements produced surprisingly 
good and interesting results. Three of the eight records he made for Columbia in 1941 (issued 
in an album titled An Evening at the Stork Club), Diga Diga Doo, You’re the Cream in My 
Coffee and Stumbling, show that not only was Kendis or his arranger (I’m not sure he wasn’t 
the arranger himself) adroit at blending the handful of strings—playing muted, or so they 
sound on the records—with not only his own piano solos (and, on Cream in My Coffee, ce-
lesta) but also with fairly hot but unidentified tenor sax, trumpet, and clarinet solos. Indeed, in 
their own understated and more commercial way, the Kendis recordings sound a bit like the 
Kirby Sextet with a handful of strings, which is not a bad thing. 

 
Paul Laval and the Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin Street 
Without question, the strangest and funniest intersection of jazz and classical came to 

Americans courtesy of NBC radio, the same network that was home to Arturo Toscanini and 
the NBC Symphony Orchestra. This was The Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin Street, a 
program that was a heavy spoof of classical “music appreciation” shows, particularly those 
hosted by Walter Damrosch and Deems Taylor. No one is quite sure who was the creative 
genius of the show, only that it grew out of a 15-minute series that NBC broadcast from San 
Francisco in 1936, Bughouse Rhythm. The premise of the show was that both the host (Gene 
Hamilton, at that time the announcer for Toscanini’s serious music broadcasts) and announcer 
(originally Milton Cross, who had been the primary announcer of the Metropolitan Opera 
broadcasts since their inception in 1931) would pontificate on jazz in the stuffy, serious way 
that Damrosch, Taylor and others pontificated on classical music. Everybody on the program 
was either a doctor or a professor, Hamilton assuming the moniker of “Dr. Gino.”  

The Chamber Music Society began airing in February 1940 and ran weekly until 1945. 
There were two short-lived revivals in 1949 and 1952, but they didn’t last very long. The mu-
sic on the program was provided on a weekly basis by two house bands, “Dr. Henry ‘Hot 
Lips’ Levine and his Barefooted Dixieland Philharmonic” and “Dr. Paul Laval (as he then 
spelled his name) and his Woodwindy Ten,” often introduced as “his ten termite-proof 
woodwinds” (or as “his Would I Were a Tender Blossom Woodwinds”). All the announce-
ments and musical descriptions were purposely stuffy and ridiculous, for instance introducing 
a performance of a Dixieland standard with the line, “listen particularly to the virtuoso sludge-
pump smear, which is solidly in the groove or gutter.” Cross normally opened the show by 
explaining that it was “dedicated to the perpetuation of the three Bs: barrelhouse, boogie 
woogie, and the blues.” One description of the program claimed that some people tuned it in 
without the faintest idea what they were listening to. 

The most interesting things about the program were two: first, that the many and var-
ied guest jazz musicians who appeared on the show—a virtual who’s who of American jazz, 
ranging from Jelly Roll Morton to Earl Hines, Bobby Hackett, Benny Carter and others—
were introduced to listeners without any suggestion as to their race. This sort of thing is taken 
for granted nowadays, but back then, even if the black musician was someone as well-
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educated and dignified as Carter, the radio announcer would bellowing out such racially em-
barrassing inanities as “dat man plays the jam what am.” I even seriously wonder if anyone 
other than musicians knew who “Professor Bennet Lester Carter” really was, particularly 
since he was never once referred to as Benny on the air.  

And that was the glory of the show, that the announcements and intermission features 
(which featured such tongue-twisting “musicological lectures” as “The Sarcophagal Monogity 
of the Styrenal Affletus of the Legume”) were purposely funny and satirical, but that the mu-
sic was played in a mostly serious style. There were exceptions, of course, like the time Henry 
Levine’s band of Dixielanders played the last 16 bars of Frankie and Johnny before then play-
ing the rest of the piece up to the final 16 bars, or when Laval played a novelty piece of musi-
cal nonsense called Ten Little Indians, but these were rare. In addition to the mostly instru-
mental numbers, the program also helped boost the career of a struggling young singer named 
Dinah Shore and, after she left, boosted the careers of Dolores “Dodie” O’Neill, Lena Horne, 
and the very young Loulie Jean Norman, who would go on to become the busiest and most 
famous voice-over singer in the history of recording. 

The original leader of the “sweet” band on the show was Jack Meakin, who for what-
ever reason left after just a few months. His replacement was Laval. Born in 1908 as Joseph 
Usifer, he became a precocious multi-reed player who could handle the clarinet, bass clarinet, 
alto sax, and occasionally the trumpet. In fact, prior to his association with this radio show he 
had done quite a bit of studio work for NBC, including playing the alto sax solo in Toscan-
ini’s 1939 broadcast of Ravel’s Bolero. He also made one rare recording for Brunswick under 
his real name, a particularly advanced swing arrangement of Grieg’s In the Hall of the Moun-
tain King which he later pared down a bit and performed on the program with his Woodwindy 
Ten. It’s a brilliant rewriting of Grieg’s familiar set-piece, not just in its scoring but in the way 
Usifer/Laval re-sets the music in different ways, often using counter-rhythms. Whatever pos-
sessed him to change his name when he joined the show is anyone’s guess, although from a 
show business perspective Paul Laval is much catchier and easier to remember than Joe 
Usifer. Of course, he is best known posthumously not for his contributions to this show but 
for his leading the Cities Service Band of America for many years, and later the Radio City 
Music Hall band, under an expanded spelling of his last name, Paul Lavalle. This is a pity, as 
his work for the NBC show is some of the most innovative and creative jazz-classical music 
of its time. Among the more surprising guests on the program was none other than Sylvia 
Marlowe (1908-1981), one of the first and most prominent of American classical harpsichord-
ists; she played Mozart’s Rondo alla Turca with Henry Levine’s Dixieland Philharmonic and 
a solo version of Pinetop’s Boogie Woogie. Although Marlowe didn’t really swing in a loose 
manner and played the Tommy Dorsey arrangement pretty much note-for-note, her astonish-
ing technical facility allowed her to display certain technical tricks that, to my mind, abso-
lutely no jazz harpsichordist has yet attempted or duplicated.14 

Although Laval/Usifer played a few light-hearted novelty tunes and his arrangements 
had some cute and humorous touches, his composition and arranging classes with Joseph 
Schillinger assured that they were extremely well crafted in both orchestration and harmony. 
Moreover, Laval worked hard to get his oboe and bassoon players (Milton Cassell on flute, 
piccolo, English horn, clarinet and bassoon, and Rudolf Adler on oboe, English horn and 
clarinet) to not only improvise in an acceptable jazz manner but also swing, an extremely dif-

                                                
14 Marlowe also recorded a 78-rpm album for General Records in 1940, From Bach to Boogie Woogie, and in 
1947 a series of dance numbers for Decca and Brunswick titled New Portraits of Old Masters. One of the latter, 
18th Century Barrehlhouse, was an arrangement of J.P. Rameau's “Tambourine” from his Suite in e minor.  
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ficult accomplishment for double reed players. Mario Janarro (and later, Milton Kraus) alter-
nated between piano and celesta while Alfie Evans (who, like Janarro and bassist Harry Pat-
ent, also played in the Dixieland Philharmonic) played clarinet and bass clarinet. Nat Levine, 
Henry’s brother, also played in both bands, and it is to his credit that he was able to switch 
styles from strong two-beat Dixieland drumming to the light, airy brushwork that Laval’s ar-
rangements demanded. The lone brass player in Laval’s band was the trumpet, alternately 
played by Gabriel Rattina (another classically trained musician) or Charles Marlowe. Laval’s 
remarkable voicings and arrangements in a wide variety of older jazz standards, such as The 
Sheik of Araby, Runnin’ Wild, Down Home Rag, My Gal Sal, Blue Room and Twelfth Street 
Rag remain stunning 70 years after they were written, played, and then forgotten on the show. 
They deserve to be re-heard and even studied for their tremendous subtlety of texture and 
construction. 

 
Mildred Bailey with Eddie Sauter and Alec Wilder 
Perhaps one of the more overlooked jazz singers of her time, Mildred Rinker, who 

used the stage name Bailey (1907-1951), constantly sought fame on a level with such song-
birds as Helen O’Connell and Kate Smith but insisted on recording unusual songs and unusual 
arrangements that didn’t sit well with mainstream white America. At first, this could be at-
tributed to her studio work with such hot jazz soloists as trumpeters Ziggy Elman and Bunny 
Berigan, saxists Chu Berry and Johnny Hodges, and pianist Teddy Wilson, but during her four 
years with the band of her husband, Red Norvo, she sang a great many arrangements by Eddie 
Sauter. These musically and harmonically sophisticated charts not only appealed to her intel-
lect but also intrigued her because their soft textures and intelligent writing set off her bright 
but gentle voice with exceptional sympathy. In 1939 she also discovered the equally interest-
ing instrumental textures created by composer Alec Wilder (1907-1980), whose independent 
work with his own octet we shall discuss in the next chapter. She began making records with 
arrangements by both men, much to the chagrin of producer John Hammond who was 
diametrically opposed to any and all classical influence on jazz. For all the good he did to 
help jazz musicians—and there is no question that, overall, he was a good influence—
Hammond’s ego led him to constantly interfere with the artistic process, which angered 
several musicians. Bailey was one of them. In his liner notes for the 1962 Columbia three-LP 
reissue of Bailey’s work, Hammond wrote that “there was always a battle between us over the 
kind of accompaniment (emphasis mine) she should have on records.” Nor was Bailey alone: 
recall the vicious words Hammond had for any extended work by Ellington, and as it turns out 
he also got on the nerves of legendary pianist-composer Mary Lou Williams (1910-1981). In 
her book Morning Glory: A Biography of Mary Lou Williams (Pantheon Books, 1999) Linda 
Dahl asserts that “Despite the success of this (1939 recording) date with Bailey, it was one of 
the very few times Mary worked with Hammond. Though she gave him his due for his help to 
musicians and maintained a cordial relationship with him, she found him patronizing, as did 
Duke Ellington among others, and she didn’t appreciate his interference, well-intentioned 
though it might be, in the music. ‘I stay friends with John Hammond by staying away from 
him,’ she told her own friends.” 

The first of Bailey’s sessions using Sauter without the Norvo band was a January 1939 
date with the John Kirby Sextet—though Norvo was present on xylophone. On these sides, 
Sauter reconstructed the balance of the Kirby sextet to reflect his normal aesthetic of high 
winds and brass played against lower sonorities, here given to the alto sax, but these weren’t 
nearly as unusual as the records she started making in April of that year. Sauter so completely 
rearranged the Kirby group that they were almost unrecognizable on Maurice Ravel-inspired 
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The Lamp is Low. Here, Sauter created a soft, gauzy patina of sound behind Bailey’s soft-
textured voice, creating a musical masterpiece that lay deep in the valley between jazz and 
classical. Subsequent sessions followed, including her first with a Wilder-directed group in 
September of that year. Here, Wilder almost completely transformed the she sang with him, 
not just with his classical wind sound but also with subtle and sophisticated turns of harmony 
that “melted” into each other like the shifting chords of Debussy or Ravel. Some of his work 
had a precious quality, but not much. Before long, Bailey had produced a good number of 
such discs. Although Sauter’s first known arrangement for Benny Goodman was recorded in 
August 1939 (Comes Love, a feature for band singer Louise Tobin), there was a sudden influx 
of Sauter scores after Bailey helped Goodman out by replacing the departed Tobin in Septem-
ber of that year. One of these, Darn That Dream, became a surprise hit despite the continually 
rising chromatics of the song’s structure and Sauter’s equally strange orchestral treatment, but 
as we have already seen most of Sauter’s charts for Goodman were difficult for dancers and 
casual fans to assimilate as well as for the musicians to play. 

Selecting Bailey’s best work with Sauter and Wilder is a subjective matter, but I chose 
five works that I feel best shows this relationship. Of Sauter charts I have chosen The Lamp is 
Low, Easy to Love and Summertime, the last with Red Norvo and his “New Music” in 1945. 
Here one can hear the amazing sympathy between singer and arranger. Never before in musi-
cal history had so sympathetic a relationship existed between a singer—particularly one raised 
on jazz, no matter how sophisticated or non-jazzy her singing was here—and an arranger, par-
ticularly one like Sauter who had one foot planted firmly in advanced (French) classical har-
monies and textures and one foot in jazz. Of the Wilder scores, I selected Jerome Kern’s All 
the Things You Are and the African-American spiritual (arranged originally by Hall Johnson 
before Wilder got to it), Hold On. Whatever one may think before hearing it of a white singer 
performing a spiritual—and I had those same ideas—the actual performance is a gem, elevat-
ing the music to the level of art without insulting the music or making it bombastic. Wilder’s 
orchestration, oddly, fits the melodic line like a glove and Bailey’s voice, though clearly not 
African-American in feel, has enough swing and lilt to make the music work. Wilder’s intro-
duction to the pop tune My Little Cousin is even rich and more complex, but inevitably I 
chose to omit a discussion of this song because it was a rather ephemeral piece in which the 
middle and finish of the arrangement did not match the inventiveness of the beginning. 

 
Benny Carter and Shep Fields  
Bennett Lester Carter (1907-2003) was one of the most consistently creative and tal-

ented minds in jazz. As an instrumentalist he was a triple threat, being able to play the alto 
sax, clarinet and trumpet with equal facility, but on the latter two instruments he had too much 
and rather fearsome competition from both black and white musicians of his time. As an alto 
saxist, however, he was just about the only player of that instrument to seriously challenge 
Duke Ellington’s star saxist, Johnny Hodges, and in the minds of many listeners and critics, 
Carter was the superior jazz improviser on that instrument.  

But since this is not a history of solo development per se, what we are concentrating 
on are Carter’s immense skills as a jazz composer and arranger. He was particularly adept at 
creating swinging sax charts that could make the entire reed section sound as if they were im-
provising—sort of the reed counterpart to the Beiderbecke-Nichols concept of the swinging 
brass trios. For better or worse, however, the general public never quite caught on to this 
unique concept, being much more impressed by the noise that brasses could make. In other 
words, Carter’s arrangements were too complex and sophisticated for the average listener, 
even in such a relatively simple riff tune as Pom Pom (1940), but musicians adored them. For 
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our purposes, I have chosen to focus on two very specific arrangements in which Carter cre-
ated set pieces that can be considered classically-based, and which can also be listened to as 
models of how to write for a sax section in an orchestrated jazz-classical piece. (I’m sure there 
may be one or two more Carter arrangements that can fit into this category, but these are the 
only two I’ve yet heard.) The first of these is his 1938 arrangement of I’m Coming, Virginia, 
which he wrote for a recording session with guitarist Django Reinhardt. Here, in fact, the 
saxophone scoring is so sophisticated, with unusual harmonic shifts at the ends of phrases and 
unique turnarounds, that it is the scoring and not the solos that becomes the star of the re-
cording. The second piece is one of Carter’s many originals, Malibu. It was originally re-
corded by him in the early 1940s, but it is a 1945 broadcast performance, in which the band 
had time to stretch out, that grabs out attention with its fascinating construction. Melody, tex-
ture, and harmonic movement seem to be interwoven in a complex musical web of sound. 
Here is a piece that can rival the very finest achievements of Ellington or Sauter, and in some 
ways it is even more constructed in the formal sense than many of their works. I find it in-
credible that this major work has not become better known or more closely studied, and it is 
also interesting to realize that Carter was primarily an autodidact. 

 The other band whose arrangements consistently impressed musicians was the all-
reed orchestra led by saxist Shep Fields (nee Saul Feldman, 1910-1981) between 1941 and 
1946. For Fields himself, this was the dream band of his life; he adored leading it and playing 
in it; but his fan base, which had been used to his former sweet, ricky-tick band that went by 
the name of the “Rippling Rhythm,” shunned the new band’s performances and recordings. 
The simplistic view of Fields’ new band was just that he had reed sections of different pitches 
play against each other as conventional bands played reeds against brass, but closer listening 
to the orchestra reveals so much more. Fields and his arrangers actually split the band into 
three sections, playing against each other the way some better sweet bands used strings, brass 
and reeds, and like the Isham Jones band of the 1930s, the Fields band often had the different 
reed instruments cross one another within a chord position, and the arrangements were also 
extremely sophisticated harmonically. Indeed, in both Earle Hagen’s excellent Harlem Noc-
turne and a fine minor-key tune called Lover’s Lament there are passages so far outside the 
harmonic base that the first-time listener may be forgiven for thinking that the record has 
slipped in pitch, but this is not the case. Even in a more typical pop tune like If I Had You, the 
arrangement uses a number of highly sophisticated harmonic devices that would later be cred-
ited to bebop writers and arrangers. No question about it, Fields’ achievement with this band 
was highly original and worthy of serious study by any musician wishing to utilize reeds 
within a jazz-classical context. His arrangements used reeds in an entirely different way from 
any other band I’ve ever heard, even Isham Jones’ or Claude Thornhill’s, often crossing 
voices in unexpected ways to create further sound blends, and thus deserve close study.  

As an aside, but an important one, there was Les Brown’s recording of Bizet Has His 
Day, a swing version of the “Farandole” from the L’Arlesienne Suite arranged by Ben Homer. 
Although Brown was a musician who generally avoided a particular orchestral style, Homer’s 
setting of the “Farandole,” starting with a fugue played by piano, trombone and tenor sax be-
fore opening up to the full band, was one of the most influential recordings of its day and had 
the added virtue of being completely unostentatious. 

 
Five pianists: Morton, Hines, Tatum, Lambert and Shearing 
It stood to reason that pianists would be in the forefront of the trend towards mixing 

jazz and classical music, since the instrument was so “complete” in itself. Particularly in the 
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case of those pianists who had some classical training, the instrument was capable of almost 
anything an orchestra was other than providing a drum beat.  

In 1938, a musical voice from the past was heard once again. Jelly Roll Morton, 
thought dead by many, was actually living in Washington, D.C. where he was co-owner and 
bouncer of a small dive called The Jungle Inn. It was in his capacity as bouncer that he was 
stabbed in the chest one day; he made it to the hospital, but because he was black he was put 
on the side with ice on the open wound in his chest for nearly two hours before the doctor at-
tended to him. He survived, but his health would never be robust again. Yet it was when he 
wrote a long letter to Robert Ripley, creator of the well-known Believe it or Not! cartoon, 
claiming his place in the creation of jazz and calling W.C. Handy a fraud who merely wrote 
down others’ music and copyrighted it under his own name, that he returned to the public 
spotlight. He was invited to come to the Library of Congress and tell his story before their mi-
crophones, to be recorded on 12” acetate discs. This he did for the better part of a year, along 
the way recording extended performances of some of his best compositions. One of these, The 
Pearls, was a piece he was particularly proud of, and in his seven-minute performance he 
truly expands the tripartite tune into a grand fantasia for piano, a sumptuous feast for the ears. 
His style may have been dated by this time, but it was still a great style; to this day, I have not 
heard the pianist who can truly imitate Morton the way Hines and Waller are imitated. 

We already touched on Hines and Art Tatum in Chapter Three, but of course these 
musicians did not go away; on the contrary, they remained at or near the top of their profes-
sion for decades, Hines in fact surviving and eventually assuming Tatum’s supremacy as the 
greatest living jazz pianist. The problem with Hines, as stated earlier, was that since he pre-
ferred to play within his own big band and in fact was happier in that role than as a soloist vy-
ing with Tatum, his talents were often ignored or dismissed for 20 years, whereas Tatum 
pretty much stayed a soloist or the star of a piano-guitar-bass trio. Nevertheless, in 1939-40 
Hines made a few solo piano recordings that hinted at the complex depths to come in the fu-
ture. Although from a jazz standpoint the most interesting were his two extended solos for 
Blue Note, The Father’s Getaway and Reminiscing at Blue Note, from the standpoint of our 
aesthetic his most interesting solo was one that he recorded for RCA Victor on an early form 
of electric piano, Child of a Disordered Brain. Taking complete leave of both pop and stride 
piano styles, Hines here let loose with one of the most harmonically complex and structurally 
sophisticated pieces of his career. What made it even more remarkable is that it was com-
pletely improvised into being, just as Beiderbecke’s In a Mist was, at the moment of re-
cording.  

Meanwhile, Tatum was recording prolifically as a soloist for Decca, turning out record 
after record of almost unparalleled brilliance, but again, in the context of this study, the disc 
that we should focus our attention on is one of his rare “swinging the classics” excursions, a 
performance of Massenet’s famous Élégie. The reason I selected this specific performance is 
that I have heard any number of composers, old and new, who think they are hot stuff by writ-
ing new renditions of older themes or rewriting famous classical vignettes of this sort, and 
they all fall short of Tatum’s extraordinarily brilliant deconstruction of this simple piece. 

As an aside, one should realize how dominant Tatum was and how many pianists he 
frightened into not competing with him. Hines was one; despite being a musical genius on 
very near the same level—and, although he never knew it, Tatum bought every Hines record 
that came out and studied it—he refused to challenge Tatum and wouldn’t be caught playing 
piano within two blocks of wherever Tatum was performing. Another pianist, of more modest 
but still fascinating accomplishments, who Tatum scared almost completely away from the 
scene was stride pianist Donald Lambert (1904-1962), a native of Princeton, New Jersey. 
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Self-taught, Lambert was one of the finest of the stride pianists after Johnson and Waller. De-
spite not being able to read music, one of his specialties was the jazz treatment of classical 
pieces, but the arrival of Tatum on the scene literally scared him away from New York. He 
preferred to play in small bars and dives in and around New Jersey, where he stayed for most 
of the rest of his life, but in 1941 someone from RCA Victor apparently heard him, liked him, 
and invited him to record four of these jazz treatments of classical tunes for their Bluebird la-
bel. The titles chosen were Grieg’s Anitra’s Dance, which became the most famous and imi-
tated of the four; Wagner’s Pilgrim’s Chorus from Tannhäuser; the famous sextet from Doni-
zetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor; and Massenet’s Élégie. There is no way that Lambert’s treat-
ment of the Massenet piece could rival Tatum’s, and it didn’t, but the Grieg and especially the 
Donizetti remain fine examples of how a jazz mind could “play” with the music and produce 
new wrinkles and twists that the original composers never thought of. The pattern in all four 
records is the same: a fairly straight reading of the original theme in medium or slow tempo, 
followed by a keyboard flourish, then the improvisation on the theme in a fast tempo.  

And while these pianists were active in America, a blind British musician who was 
heavily influenced by both the stride pianists and their offshoots (Hines, Wilson and Tatum) 
was creating a style of his own. This was the great George Shearing (1919-2011), who 
roughly a decade later became the most famous and successful jazz transplant from Europe to 
make it in the United States. Born completely blind, Shearing could not even see as little of 
the keyboard as Tatum could, but like his American counterpart he became one of the most 
dexterous players in the history of jazz, and had a similarly light, airy keyboard touch. Unlike 
Tatum, he also lived long enough to be able to establish himself as an outstanding classical 
pianist (the only time I saw him in person was when he played Bach’s Keyboard Concerto 
No. 1 in d minor), and this classical sense of touch and musicality informed his jazz playing 
as much as it did Tatum’s. The difference was that, during the years of his greatest fame, 
Shearing actually simplified his style, playing lighter, often less complex improvisations than 
he had in his earlier years, even in his earliest years in the United States when he was a formi-
dable bop pianist and the only real rival to Bud Powell in that field. In the early 1940s he re-
corded two solos in Great Britain, Delayed Action and Spookie Woogie, that are among the 
most fascinating and surreal piano pieces ever played. Plunging into the harmonic sophistica-
tion of Bartók and Prokofiev, Shearing created these two pieces that are both so good that 
they can almost be played as a set. In my view, he never quite surpassed these works in his 
later playing, despite the fact that I admire even that phase of his career immensely. 

The work of three more pianists, this time in connection with orchestral pieces and ar-
rangements, however, will close out our chapter and lead us into the next. 

 
Claude Thornhill: The Man Who Made Music Float 
Without question, however, the jazz orchestra that attracted the most attention—not 

only from critics, but also from fans—was the big band of Claude Thornhill (1908-1965), a 
pianist who had worked with the society band of Ray Noble as well as in a jazz context (he 
wrote the swing arrangement of Loch Lomond that John Kirby and Maxine Sullivan turned 
into a hit). He graduated from the Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music at the remark-
able age of 16 and, ironically, began his career that same year playing with Artie Shaw at the 
Golden Pheasant restaurant in Cleveland.  In 1939, wanting to start a band of his own, he got 
some seed money from his old friend in the Noble band, Glenn Miller, who had great faith in 
Thornhill’s abilities. The result was one of the sweetest of sweet bands in terms of repertoire 
and the soft way that they played, but also one of the most interesting in terms of orchestral 
texture. Thornhill was the first musician to introduce French horns into a dance band, blend-
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ing them with the trombones to create a softer texture rather than letting them play solos, and 
he also hired trumpet players whose specialty was to play softly and further down in their 
range than was normal for the time. By having the band play long-held notes, over which he 
would embroider gentle piano solos, Thornhill created a sound that seemed to literally float in 
the air like a cloud. Despite his penchant for sweet arrangements, musicians were enthralled 
by the band, and because of their “romantic” leanings it became very popular as well. 

Although one of the most famous examples of Thornhill’s style was his theme song, 
Snowfall, for our purposes it is better to hear his arrangement of Mendelssohn’s Spring Song. 
Also during this period Thornhill a piece that was an anomaly for him in many ways: it swung 
hard, yet was constructed entirely of materials borrowed from the music of Frederick Delius 
and Maurice Ravel. Given the strange title Portrait of a Guinea Farm, it was scarcely one of 
his best-selling records, but to this day musicians marvel at its highly sophisticated blending 
of classical and jazz elements. Portrait is indeed a thorough-composed piece; even the brief 
clarinet and piano solos are written out or at least circumscribed by how they must fit into the 
whole. Nothing in this remarkable record is left to chance. It is, quite simply, one of the great-
est masterpieces of music in any genre ever put on record, and can still startle listeners. 

Of course, Thornhill is perhaps best remembered today as the man who hired Cana-
dian-born arranger Gil Evans (1912-1988) and gave him his start. Evans’ early scores for 
Thornhill were not as innovative in terms of harmonic movement within the chord or around 
the melody as he would reveal after World War II; they were mostly concentrated on working 
with texture as an expressive measure in itself. This manifested itself in such arrangements as 
Somebody Else is Taking My Place and There’s a Small Hotel, both of which practically sus-
pend time and create an almost rhythmless, floating sound. In both of these Evans blended a 
chorus by Thornhill’s vocal quartet, The Snowflakes (Lillian Lane, Terry Allen, Martha 
Wayne and Buddy Stewart) into the ambience and texture of the orchestral score. The results 
were interesting but not that far removed from “middle of the road” or easy listening music; 
they certainly weren’t jazz-related. Much better, and possibly his most complex early score, 
was his version of Irving Berlin’s Be Careful, It’s My Heart, recorded at Thornhill’s next-to-
last studio session for Columbia before he entered the Navy (Musicians’ Union President 
James C. Petrillo had ordered an ill-timed and deleterious recording ban which started on Au-
gust 1 of that year, and with the exception of Decca and Capitol Records affected all major 
labels until early 1944). One of the interesting facets of this arrangement was that Evans in-
sisted on using Lillian Lane, the lead soprano of The Snowflakes, as a solo vocalist. Lane was 
far from being a quintessential “big band” singer; like Jo Stafford of The Pied Pipers, she had 
a very pure voice and an emotionally neuter delivery.15 Once again, Evans was using the 
voice as an instrument, working around the texture of Lane’s purity of tone and not focusing 
on the words per se. He also made this arrangement more harmonically interesting than many 
of the others (including flute and clarinets playing a descending figure in whole tones during 
the introduction), giving listeners a preview of his post-War work.  

 
The Duke and Swee’pea: Round 2 
Duke Ellington wasn’t really thrilled by the emergence of the Swing Era, particularly 

since the skyrocketing fame of Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Artie Shaw and Glenn Miller all 
cut into his own popularity, not to mention the African-American bands of Chick Webb 
(which became more famous for accompanying singer Ella Fitzgerald, but still, fame is fame), 

                                                
15 Lane later worked as a soloist with the Gene Krupa orchestra in 1944-45 and with the Glenn Miller Orchestra 
directed by Tex Beneke after the War. 
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Count Basie, Jimmie Lunceford and Earl Hines. And what bothered Ellington more than the 
large number of bands was their proclivity towards relatively simple riff or “jump” tunes, 
which were never the kind of music his orchestra excelled in. At one point, it is reported, El-
lington came to the realization that although jazz was art, swing was simply commerce. 

Yet Ellington managed to successfully build up a book of “hot” numbers that the jit-
terbuggers liked, in addition to continuing to write popular tunes of his own. During the swing 
era, Ellington contributed such highly successful tunes as Sophisticated Lady, Do Nothin’ til 
You Hear From Me, Don’t Get Around Much Anymore, Solitude and I’m Beginning to See the 
Light, while otherwise being heavily involved in writing pure jazz pieces that he generally 
preferred. Among these were such excellent vignettes as Clarinet Lament, The Sergeant Was 
Shy, Ko-Ko and Harlem Air Shaft, and in fact his popularity was reinstated to the point where 
he was re-signed, after a gap of six years, by prestigious RCA Victor.  

One of Ellington’s great skills that, to a certain extent, is under-appreciated was his 
knack for orchestration. Indeed, it was in routining a number for his band (i.e., laying out the 
choruses in terms of introduction, statement, development, second theme, etc.) as well as in 
scoring those numbers that made his a sound that stood out from the rest. Even in a simple 
tune that he didn’t even write, like the old standard The Sidewalks of New York, Ellington 
could inject structural integrity and interesting timbres that made the music more interesting 
and well written than in anyone else’s version. 

So much can be seen from a recording session by one of his small bands-within-the-
band, “Barney Bigard and his Jazzopators,” in December 1936. Two of the tunes recorded 
that day weren’t even written by Ellington—Cootie Williams’ Frolic Sam and Juan Tizol’s 
Caravan—yet the leader had his hand in both pieces, with the result that he converted both 
from innocuous riff tunes into polyphonic gems. As is often the case, however, the issued re-
cording of Frolic Sam was a bit stiff and doesn’t do the arrangement justice; for that, one 
must hear a live performance from the CBS radio program Saturday Night Swing Date from 
1937. Here, all the little touches that Ellington put into it, from the unusual opening section 
scored for clarinet, trombone, alto and baritone saxes, though the whimsical ensemble coun-
terpoint behind the solos to the genial finale, the piece impresses itself on the listener as a 
continuous inspiration from first note to last. Caravan, which is better know to most Ellington 
buffs from the full band recording made in 1937, is actually more interesting in this earlier 
version, lacking the hokey woodblocks playing by drummer Sonny Greer and focusing in-
stead on the hypnotic repetition of the background figure. One can easily dismiss Caravan as 
a mere tune designed for riffing and improvising over and deny its compositional strength, but 
this would be unfair to a work that is essentially sui generis. Like Sing, Sing, Sing, there is 
really nothing like it in the entire history of music, and I’ve heard very interesting perform-
ances (and arrangements) of this piece played on records and in person by bands led by Tito 
Puente, Jamey Aebersold, Mario Abney and Rabih Abou-Khalil, and every single one of them 
found something new and different in this remarkable piece. 

But Ellington wasn’t done with Caravan, and nine years later he unveiled a rewritten 
and reorchestrated version that still boggles the mind in terms of orchestral brilliance. Inject-
ing a Latin beat into the piece, Ellington redesigned it by using double-syncopated rhythm, 
encouraging soloist Juan Tizol to play notes out of the normal chord sequence and clarinetist 
Jimmy Hamilton to play in an exotic, Middle Eastern mode, bringing a tambourine in behind 
the clarinetist, and throwing in a wild, almost Sephardic-sounding violin solo by Ray Nance. 
The layers of this Caravan would never be duplicated by any other orchestra. 

Yet there continued to be setbacks, and one of the most frustrating to Ellington was a 
work that was to become a sensation 19 years after it was written, the Diminuendo and Cres-
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cendo in Blue. Drawing on his full range of experience as composer and arranger, evidently 
trying to form a high-powered swing piece that was also a composition, the two outer sections 
work splendidly for what they are but Ellington was never able to figure out how to bridge 
them and tie them together. At Carnegie Hall in 1944, his solution was to throw a slow-
tempoed mood piece with a wordless vocal, Transbluency (A Fog You Can See Through) into 
the middle. This provided an effective contrast with Diminuendo in Blue, but then there was a 
dead stop before Crescendo in Blue started. Ellington never realized that had he composed a 
piece that would decelerate at the beginning and then accelerate at the end, he would have 
solved his problem. Eventually, at the 1956 Newport Jazz Festival, he simply turned tenor 
saxist Paul Gonsalves loose on the bridge, and the tenor saxist improvised 27 brilliant cho-
ruses that had the audience in a frenzy. It was certainly one of the high water marks in Gon-
salves’ career, no question about it, but as a bridge to a composition it was only a temporary 
fix. Yet Ellington continued to call on Gonsalves every time he played these pieces from that 
point on, with mixed results. He just couldn’t solve this musical puzzle to satisfy himself. 
Ironically, had he not been able to compose appropriate bridge music, Ellington should have 
just done more of what he did on the original 1937 recording, which was to play a piano inter-
lude and stretch it out. 

In 1938 Ellington was commissioned by Paul Whiteman to write a piece for his Car-
negie Hall Concert. The result was Blue Belles of Harlem, and although Ellington’s own per-
formance of it from 1943 is looser and articulated in a jazzier manner, the original Whiteman 
performance is more orchestrally varied and features some wonderful spot solos by trumpeter 
Charlie Teagarden and trombonists Jack Teagarden and Miff Mole. Once again it’s really a 
small tone poem and not a major work, but it was Duke’s first venture into writing something 
for a semi-symphonic combination. There’s a very good chance that either Roy Bargy or 
Ferde Grofé helped him orchestrate the string passages, although Ellington was able to work 
with strings on his own by the late 1940s.   

Yet again, at this stage in his career, Ellington was far better at writing short pieces 
and creating unusual and sometimes hypnotic moods. One of the most ignored achievements 
of this period was another small band session, this time under Johnny Hodges’ name, which 
produced (among other recordings) a piece titled Dooji Wooji. This was an Ellington compo-
sition and, in my view, one of the most hypnotic pieces ever written in the entire history of 
music, period. In Dooji Wooji, Ellington turned the boogie style of eight beats to the bar on its 
head by created twelve beats to the bar, in the form of a repeated triplet pattern, on top of 
which the unusual melody and the improvisations were played. The strangeness of this 
rhythmic concept was matched in this case by the specific note-choices, starting on the tonic 
and playing an upward triad but then moving to the next full step and working up and down 
from there. In this way, Ellington’s odd rhythm and note choices became the norm over which 
everyone was to play, and by overlaying a typical blues melody and variants on this rhythmic 
base he managed to tie everything together. In little ways like this, Ellington held listeners’ 
attention without hitting them over the head with atonal chords  

Ellington took the unprecedented step in 1939 of hiring Billy Strayhorn (1915-1967), 
who he nicknamed “Swee’pea,” a young pianist-arranger educated at the Pittsburgh Music 
Institute. Strayhorn wanted to be a classical composer but found those doors closed to him as 
an African-American, although—and I say this only knowing this one piece—the fact that he 
considered the original version of Lush Life to be a fine classical composition indicates that 
Strayhorn’s talent was better served in the pop and jazz fields. Up to that point, Ellington had 
been the band’s sole arranger and, except for a few pieces written by Williams or valve trom-
bonist Juan Tizol, its sole composer, but from 1939 until 1967, when Strayhorn died, the 
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younger man became Ellington’s amanuensis. He often subbed for the leader on piano, both 
in performance and on records; and he not only started to compose a large portion of the El-
lington book himself, but often collaborated (behind the scenes, without his name appearing 
on the charts) in other pieces and arrangements written by Ellington himself. There were, of 
course, stylistic differences between them, both as performer and arranger. Ellington always 
retained the loping stride style of his youth while Strayhorn’s playing was lighter and more 
even, subtler in harmonic sophistication but also less rhythmically interesting, and this differ-
ence of style could also be heard in their charts. Ellington, by and large, had more “jump” to 
his own pieces while Strayhorn displayed smoother rhythms and more classical voicings, but 
even from the start, it seemed, the cross-influence in some pieces could sound seamless. One 
always suspects, for instance, that Strayhorn’s iconic Take the “A” Train, which many listen-
ers automatically ascribe to Ellington (after all, it became his theme song), was touched up by 
the leader after Strayhorn finished it, while such Ellington pieces as On a Turquoise Cloud 
sound much more like Strayhorn, particularly in the instrumental voicing. 

Whatever the method in which they worked, however, the early flowering of their col-
laboration resulted in the richest and most consistently satisfying body of work in the history 
of the Ellington band to date. Critics have written glowingly over the decades about Jack the 
Bear, Ko-Ko, Concerto for Cootie, Across the Tracks Blues, Bojangles, Cottontail, Dusk, 
Harlem Air Shaft, Blue Serge, Take the “A” Train, Warm Valley, The Flaming Sword, Chel-
sea Bridge, Main Stem and other big band pieces of the era, yet for some reason the small-
band sides recorded on the Bluebird label under the name of Duke’s sidemen (Johnny 
Hodges, Rex Stewart and Barney Bigard) are often passed over lightly or completely ignored. 
Yet the growing trend within the band towards a more classical sound is just as apparent, if 
not more so, in these small band performances, and even here one can hear the subtle differ-
ences between sessions led by and arranged by Ellington and those led by and arranged by 
Strayhorn, though there is also some cross-pollination here. From the end of 1939 through the 
end of 1941, when he left the band due to the tuberculosis that tragically ended his life at age 
24, the revolutionary bassist Jimmy Blanton (1918-1942) was a linchpin in the band who was 
also a highly featured soloist. Most people are unaware that Strayhorn conceived Chelsea 
Bridge as a feature for Blanton. The piece was originally recorded this way in September 
1941, but for some reason it was unissued (listening to the only issue I’ve been able to track 
down, a French RCA LP from the 1970s, it may be—like Toscanini’s Philadelphia Orchestra 
recordings—due to inferior mastering which created a cross-current of ticks, pops and swishes 
rather than any musical flaws) and remade in December of that year without the bass solo and 
with a somewhat revamped score. Yet there is no question that the earlier conception works 
better as a composition, with Blanton’s solo over the winds providing real development. 

Even here, in a rhythmically looser, quintessentially “jazz” band, certain solos within 
these pieces became iconic, so much so that they were often presented the same way (or very 
nearly the same way) even when other musicians took over. The most famous example was 
Ray Nance’s trumpet solos in Take the “A” Train, later assumed by Cootie Williams when he 
returned to the Ellington fold, but even in Juan Tizol’s Perdido and Caravan (the latter com-
pletely restructured in a more classical vein in 1945) and Things Ain’t What They Used to Be 
by Ellington’s son, Mercer, often retained their original breaks and solos even when played 20 
years later. Again, the concept of the jazz solo within the context of an essentially orchestral 
piece was changing, and other bands (and musicians) were taking note. 

On January 23, 1943, Ellington made his belated Carnegie Hall debut. The concert in-
cluded several jazz numbers, to be sure, but its bulk was taken up with two extended composi-
tions, the nine-minute Blue Belles of Harlem and the 50-minute symphonic suite Black, 
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Brown and Beige: A Tone Parallel to Harlem. The latter was his most ambitious piece, not 
only up to that point in his life but throughout his entire career. The full version as heard (and 
recorded) in concert that night had only two other performances, a preview concert in Rye, 
New York the night before and at Symphony Hall in Boston on January 28.  

For decades, I accepted the status quo position I grew up with, that Black, Brown and 
Beige (or, as Ellington himself always referred to it thereafter, BB&B) was a horribly failed 
experiment; that, like James P. Johnson’s works, it was incredibly naïve in both themes and 
structure and failed to work. But while preparing this manuscript I sat down and re-listened to 
the whole work, and what I heard was a composer doing what James Reese Europe dreamed 
of back in 1915, writing a jazz symphony that bypassed formal European classical structure. 
Now, of course the question arises, Is this possible? Or, perhaps more accurately, Is this still 
art music? The answer to both questions is yes, but it’s not something that can be done very 
often and still work acceptably. The failed early-‘30s experiments of Dana Suesse (see next 
chapter) and James P. Johnson prove this, as did Mary Lou Williams’ later Zodiac Suite, 
which was really just a loosely organized group of jazz pieces based on signs of the Zodiac 
and not anything that could be considered classical in form or expression. But Ellington’s 
original BB&B actually works very well for its intent as stated before each movement by 
Duke himself—except for the last movement, “Beige,” which in my view rambles and goes 
on too long. This was the one section of the work that needed the most revision. “Black” and 
“Brown” needed, in my view, only a little tightening up.  

But Ellington was stung and deeply hurt by the negative reactions in the press, all of 
which he read. Composer Paul Bowles attacked BB&B in the New York Herald-Tribune 
(January 25), questioning the very notion of combining “jazz as a form with art music.” He 
conceded that it “contained enough bright ideas for several short pieces,” but “presented as 
one number it was formless and meaningless.” This latter comment was echoed in slightly 
different words by Robert Bagar in The World-Telegram, John Briggs in the New York Post, 
John Hammond in Jazz and Abel Green in Variety. Irving Kolodin, an Ellington supporter (in 
fact, he wrote the program notes for the concert) praised it faintly in the New York Sun but felt 
that “the work would be much better if scored for full orchestra.” One of the few critics to de-
fend the piece was Down Beat’s Mike Levin, who wrote that those who damned it did so 
without a basic knowledge of jazz and Ellington’s version of it. Levin admitted that, coming 
out of the concert, his own first reaction was “Too much music” but, upon reflection, felt that 
the piece was not rehearsed well enough in advance for it to be played really well. He argued 
that the “abrupt shifts from loud to soft and back again with no shading, and the trick of either 
playing completely out of tempo or ‘jumping’ the particular groove hit, made it all but impos-
sible to detect the various ideas moving in the score.” Levin might also have mentioned that 
Carnegie Hall’s acoustics have always been and continue to be death to saxophones, whether 
solo or in sections. The essentially “soft loudness” of saxophones do not carry well in Carne-
gie Hall; rather, they die in a soft mush of sound.  

Yet perhaps Levin’s most prescient statement came later in the review, when he said 
that “BBB is not the final step by any means. Duke is working towards music where he can 
use all the rich scoring and harmonic advantage of the classical tradition, plus the guts, 
poignance, and emotional drive of great hot jazz, specifically the solo (italics mine).”16 And 
this was truly the great innovation of BB&B: it was the first jazz-classical work to allow space 
in the score for completely improvised passages that tied into the scored parts.  

                                                
16 Mike Levin. “Duke Fuses Classical and Jazz!” Down Beat (15 February 1943), pp. 12-13. 
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The reason I’ve spent so much time going over the critical reaction to BB&B is to 
show just how unique and unusual a work it was, and how little anyone was prepared to ac-
cept it on its own terms. Certainly Ellington himself fled from defending it as it stood. By the 
next year’s Carnegie Hall concert he presented it as a much shorter suite, and that was how he 
recorded it for RCA Victor the same year. By the mid-1950s he revamped it again, taking 
large excerpts from it and expanding them both in length and texture, a very unsatisfactory 
solution. Finally, late in life, he hired Maurice Peress (b. 1930), former assistant conductor to 
Leonard Bernstein at the New York Philharmonic and later director of the Austin Symphony 
Orchestra, to help him abridge it into a suite and give it legitimate classical form and orches-
tration. This Peress did, and with distinction, but this final version—though certainly more 
classically balanced—is far too short and eliminates much of the guts and feelings of the 
original (you can hear an excellent performance of it by conductor JoAnn Falletta). Though 
flawed, the original BB&B simply needed reworking, but neither Ellington nor Strayhorn 
were evidently interested in or capable of refining and tightening its structure, singly or to-
gether, thus after Strayhorn’s death Ellington turned to a legitimate classical musician to do 
the job for him.17 

 
The Shape of Jazz to Come 
In addition to a particularly prescient Columbia disc by Cootie Williams and his Or-

chestra called Fly Right, which was actually a swing arrangement of a rather bizarre tune by 
Thelonious Monk titled Epistrophy, in 1942, there was a singular disc by a new band re-
cording for the fledgling Capitol label. This was Artistry in Rhythm by Stan Kenton—a 
strange piece that sat uncomfortably in the jazz sphere, yet somehow did not belong to it, 
based on a simple eight-note theme repeated a minor third down after an abrupt key change, 
and continuing to modulate through the solo passages as it built up frenetically to a screaming 
climax. Both the harmonic strangeness and the screaming brass were to become hallmarks of 
the Kenton style as it evolved through the 1940s, but more on that in the next chapter. 

At about the same time the Kenton band was emerging, there was yet another strange 
band led by saxophonist Boyd Raeburn. Originally a sweet dance band, the Raeburn aggrega-
tion completely transformed itself after the death of their bassist, Homer Bennett, into one of 
the most advanced and innovative of swing bands. Featuring innovative arrangements by 
Budd Johnson and Eddie Finckel, the Raeburn band didn’t scream as much as Kenton’s but 
was just as harmonically adventurous, using some of the unusual harmonies heard in the solos 
of Lester Young and the new kid on the block, alto saxist Charlie Parker. Even today, the jar-
ring bitonal scoring of Finckel’s March of the Boyds can startle the listener, introducing clas-
sical elements and structure into what is ostensibly a dance band in a way that was certainly 
strange for listeners of that era.  

Ironically, the career paths of these two bands followed very different trajectories in 
the following years: Kenton straight to the top, representing the avant-garde in jazz for more 
than a decade; Raeburn to the fringes of jazzbandom, continually struggling to earn a living 
and keep his band afloat. Yet in a symbolic way, this was the two-pronged history of both jazz 
and jazz-classical music after World War II, and no one was to understand the reasons why. 

                                                
17 In his book Dvořák to Duke Ellington: A Conductor Explores America's Music and Its African American 
Roots (Oxford University Press, 2005), Peress covers what he calls “the transfer of the center of creative power 
from Europe to America, Dvořák being the prophet and Ellington its fulfillment” (p. 191). In the main he is right, 
but as we have seen and will examine further as this book progresses, despite Ellington’s great intuitive genius 
his success rate was not as high as one might have expected or hoped. 


